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The Eastern

censures
Pace,
Tolliver
BY SHAWN HOPKINS

Assistant news editor

It's a big price to pay for a couple of feet and $59.99.
Chris Pace, newly elected student body president,
and his vice president Rodney Tolliver, were formally
censured by the Student Supreme
Court April 22 for violating two
campaign rules.
Their punishment includes public censure and the loss of the
scholarships that come with the
positions, which are $3,460 for president and $2302 for vice president
"It's really been a rough month
for me," Pace said.
Pace and Tolliver were found
guilty by the student court on
Chris Paca
charges that they violated Student
Association rules by exceeding the
$300 budget by $59.99 and by cam
paigning within 25 feet of the polls
on election day.
"What's the use of having a $300
rule if you can breach that and still
remain president," said Chris Rice,
Paces' opponent for student body
president.
Rice brought one of two complaints Tiled against Pace and
Rodney
Tolliver.
Tolliver
Rice admits he made the second
complaint, but said a complaint
made on election night was not made by him.
"They were all tight-lipped about who filed the

Brian SimnWProgress

Thinking outside the box
► Kustras first stand

Criticisms haven't
tainted 'perfect year'

See Censure/Page AS

VP finalists
• IVti
campus
visits Sunday

BY JACINTA FELDMAN

Contributing writer

It's been a long, challenging,
sometimes confusing, sometimes
hectic but always busy year for
Eastern's new president, Robert
Kustra, and the campus communitySince Kustra, the former Lt.
Governor of Illinois, took office as
Eastern's ninth president on July
1, 1998, there have been several
changes in programs and policies, including the recent
announcement of reorganizing
the university from nine colleges
to five.
But the hustle and bustle of
trying to make the improvements

Three candidates looking
forward to two-day interviews
BY DENA TACKETT

News editor

Finals Week will bring a different kind of test for the
three candidates for provost and vice president of academic affairs Beginning Sunday, they will take a shot at
impressing Eastern's faculty, staff and students.
This is a test the first group of candidates, who were
brought to campus during Finals Week last semester,
failed to pass. They were rejected by President Robert
Kustra and the search was reopened.
Each of the three candidates are deans of the college
of arts and sciences at his or her respective university.
"That's primarily a coincidence," said Doug
Whitlock, chair of the committee to fill the position.
"But if you look at them specifically, you have a
chemist, a psychologist and an English/music person. That is a casual relationship, not a causal one."
The first candidate, Lewis J. Radonovich, will
arrive in Richmond Sunday.
Radonovich is the dean of the college of arts and
sciences at the University of North Florida in
Jacksonville. He has been in higher education for over
25 years. Most of that time was spent in chemistry.
Radonovich said he didn't even know he was a candidate until Baker. Parker and Associates out of Atlanta
called and told him someone had nominated him.
"I was not actively seeking the position,"
Radonovich said. "I still don't know who it was that
nominated me."
Radonovich said he was sent a description of the
university and was impressed.

Gilbert Miller,
above, member
of the Board of
Regents, suggested the
board vote on
whether it
supported
President
Robert Kustra's
reorganization.
Chair James
Gilbert, right,
said the board
shouldnl be
looking over the
adminstration's
shoulder all the
time.
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Reorganization discussion
dominates Saturday's meeting
BY SHAWN HOPMNS AND DENA TACKETT
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At Saturday's Board of Regents meeting,
the budget was on regents's agendas, but
reorganization was on their minds.
The board spent a lot of time discussing
the recent reorganization of the colleges.
At issue was method, not results.
Faculty Regent Merita Thompson said
she spoke to express concerns that had
been conveyed to her by the faculty.
"A lot of faculty are very hopeful about
the results, but they are concerned about
the way they came about it," Thompson
said.
Also not on the agenda was a suggestion

by Regent Gilbert Miller that the board
make a motion to vote on their support of
how President Robert Kustra handled the
reorganization.
This was quickly shot down by other
members of the board.
"My feeling is, we hire a president If we
don't like what he does, we fire the president I don't think we should get involved on
that level," Regent Jane Boyer said.
Miller did, however, mention it again
before the end of the meeting.
Miller made it clear that he did not
make a motion to vote on whether or not
See Regents/Page A7

Three compete for faculty senate chair Monday
BY MICHAEL ROY

Staff wiriter

^Reminder
Rnals Week begins Monday.
Graduation is 1:30 p.m. May 8.

More

■ Kustra
relives his
first year,

► His relationship with the Board of Regents

See Search/Page A10

► Inside

he saw necessary, along with taking the criticism he has endured
for some of them, hasn't tainted
his view of his first year in office.
"It's been a perfect year in
every way," Kustra said, sitting in
a leather chair in his office.
Kustra has enjoyed everything
from his job to his new home, he
said.
The tulips blooming outside
the Blanford House where the
Kustras live speckle the yard with
color and life. He and his wife,
Kathy, know they could never
spend another spring away from
the south.

Karen
Janssen has
spent two
years as faculty senate chair.

A new faculty senate chair will be
elected Monday and the candidates said
they are prepared for the challenge.
The three candidates running are
John Harley, professor of biological
sciences; Robert Miller, chair of the
department of philosophy and religion;
and Phyllis Murray, assistant professor of health education.
All three have spent time on the
senate and will be tackling some big
issues, said Karen Janssen, current
chair of faculty senate.

1

Among the issues the new chair will
face is giving college credit for working experience and child-care services.
The candidates were nominated for
the position at the April 4 meeting.
Miller said he is running because
some fellow senators asked him to.
Miller feels his experience will help
the senate.
"It is an exciting time to use senate
to affect good change," Miller said.
Harley also sees the senate as a
place to effect change.
"We need a faculty senate person
who can pull everyone together as a

full university," Harley said. "I would
like to be part of the change that is
going to happen this academic year."
The eventual chair will have to
work with President Robert Kustra on
the restructuring of Eastern's colleges.
The candidates made it clear they
want the senate to be the place faculty
could turn to about their concerns with
the reorganization.
Harley said the new chair should be
helpful.
The chair of faculty senate should
act as a catalyst" Harley said.

*

Murray said while she does support
the decision to alter the colleges, she
doesn't agree with the way it was handled.
"I am not opposed to the restructuring," Murray said. "Majority of people
are not opposed to what the new structure looks like. They're opposed to the
lack of involvement."
Miller feels the change is exciting
and the senate is the place for faculty
to turn for help.
"I stress that the faculty senate is
the place where these changes will
take place. It is a new dynamic for
Eastern," Miller said.
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College publications deserve free speech
At Eastern, the media outlets of the
university community operate freely
without the threat of being censored
by members of the administration, such as
President Robert Kustra.
Trjat is why students have access to
some" of the information they do — the
Progress, WXII or the Milestone has been
able to publish or broadcast it
At Kentucky State University, however,
the media outlets don't have that freedom.
A case named Kincaid v. Gibson is being
deliberated by the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the 6th Circuit.
Charles Kincaid, a student at KSU, and
Capri Coffer, former editor of KSlTs yearbook, The Thorobred, brought a suit against
KSU after the administration confiscated the
1992-94 yearbook and reassigned the newspaper's adviser.
The two allege Betty Gibson, the
administrator who confiscated the yearbook, violated their First Amendment
right to free speech by interfering with
the student newspaper and withholding

distribution of the yearbook.
Kincaid and Coffer say the university
attempted to quell any negative stories about
the university in The Thorobred and The
Thorobred News, the student newspaper.
Judge Joseph Hood in U.S. District Court
said Kincaid and Coffer have no viable First
Amendment free speech claim to the newspaper or the yearbook because the yearbook is not a public forum. Hood also
decided the university exercised reasonable control over the yearbook.
Thankfully for publications at all universities, Kincaid and Coffer have followed
their case through the court system and it
was heard by the U.S. Court of Appeals
March 18.
The two plaintiffs, along with journalism
schools across the country, are hoping the
judges will overturn Hood's decision, which
is based on a 1988 case called Hazel wood
School District v. Kuhlmeier.
The Hazelwood case involved a high
school newspaper and cut back on the
First Amendment protection afforded it.

" I can't believe that book (Kentucky State University
handbook) says the university was going to hand over the
yearbook to a student editor... saying 'This Is your baby,
do with it whatever you want.'
Judge James Ryan
6th Circuit Court of Appeals
»

The Supreme Court's decision refused to
Student publications are and should
apply the ruling to college publications.
continue to be handed over to student
But now Hood has done that for the juseditors for them to do with as they
tices.
please.
This ruling has no place in the university
Not only is this the perfect opportunity
setting. College publications and broadfor students to learn, it is another form of
casts are produced for students, by stuexpression that is protected by the First
dents.
Amendment.
And when Judge James Ryan of the 6th
Simply because the editors and news
Circuit Court of Appeals told Kincaid's
directors of university publications are stulawyer, "I can't believe that book (KSU
dents doesn't mean the right to free speech
handbook) says the university was going to is forfeited.
hand over the yearbook to a student editor
The decision handed down by the U.S.
... saying This is your baby, do with it what- Court of Appeals should reflect this idea, or
ever you want,'" he was wrong.
students have lost a major battle.

IN BLOOM

Corrections

Female Athlete of the Year teaches us all how diverse students can be
In the world of college athletics an athlete's grades are often overshadowed
by their athletic performance.
Sarah Blossom is a refreshing reminder
that student athletes can not only excel
athletically in track and cross country but
graduate with a perfect academic record.
During Blossom's time at Eastern she
has been named to the Ohio Valley
Conference commissioner's honor roll
three times and has been a regular on
Eastern's dean's list
All students, not only athletes, can learn
from Blossom's example. Not everyone
can maintain a 4.0 grade point average,
but every student can put forth the same
amount of effort as Blossom does.
Blossom is not the only Eastern athlete

with an outstanding academic record in the
classroom. Lady Colonels freshman guard
Zoey Artist and junior guard Maria Gearhart
are also outstanding students. Both Artist
and Gearhart made the dean's list last fall.
Eastern had 38 student athletes on the"
Dean's list last Fall. To qualify for the
Dean's list, students must have at least a
3.5 grade point average.
More and more across the nation there
are examples of college athletes leaving
school early to make big money as a professional athlete. If someone has the ability to make it as a professional, then more
power to them. But university campuses
across the nation should not become
training camps for professional athletes.
Student athletes should leave Eastern
not only with a fit body, but also with a fit

Progress tobacco ad policy
At you can teH from the
nooetor Smith insert in today's
Eastern Progress, we will accept
tobacco advertising
Tobacco, just Wee any other
product, is legal and has a right
to advertise.
Rooster Smith has the First
Amendment right to free speech.
We may not always agree
with tie products we advertise;
however, we wiH leave the
chotos to use the advertised
products up to the reader.
If Ihe Progress chose not to
run tobacco advertisements, we
would also have to exclude
some popular inserts, such as

♦

U. Magazine, which carries
tobacco advertisements.
Advertisements involving
alcohol also would have to be
evaluated.
Several other universities in
the state, such as the
University of Kentucky,
Morehead State University,
Murray State University and
Western Kentucky University,
also advertise tobacco products
in their student newspapers.
As always, feel free to give us
Input Either can us at 622-1881
or drop a line at 117 Donovan
Annex or via e-mail at
<progreesOacs.eku.edu>.

mind and a degree.
Athletics are an important part of a university's identity. Eastern is trying to
increase the awareness of its athletic identity by appointing a full time athletics
director, freeing up some coaches from
teaching responsibilities and encouraging
attendance at athletic events.
Sadly society correlates a school's athletic success with its academic opportunity, so some emphasis on Eastern's athletic
programs is important These programs
provide great opportunities for Eastern
students. But the administration should be
careful to keep athletes focused on academics so Eastern can continue to have its
share of Sarah Blossoms.
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In last week's edition of the Progress, Tom
Thurman was incorrectly identified in a pull quote.
A quote in last week's story about the Board of
Regents should have been attributed to Merita
Thompson, faculty regent.
Michalle Rice's name was misspelled last
week.
In last week's article about the lives affected by
the deaths of two students and one former student, a quote was inadvertently cut off. The quote
should have read, "We need to find a place for
their memory in our lives and continue ori with
our own. We must realize life goes on,' said
Michalle Rice, co-leader of a grief support group.
The story about an Eastern graduate facing
charges of molesting children should have said
Lighthouse Child Care Center had moved from
East Main Street to Moberiy Avenue.
That same story should have said, Joey
Hemdon's bail had been raised to $300,000.
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications
and corrections when needed on the Perspective
pages.

To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by mail at a
cost of $1 per issue; $20 per semester,
or $38 per year payable in advance.
To submit a column
"Your Turn" columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress,
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky.
40475.
The deadline is noon Monday prior
to publication on Thursday. Columns
will be printed in accordance with
available space.

Progress

*—^www.progress.eku.edu

117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond. Ky. 40475
Alyssa Bramlage I Editor
Don Knight I Managing editor
Andrea DeCamp, Shannon Lewis I Copy editors
James Carroll. Michael Age I staff artists
The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers, Inc. The Progress is published
every Thursday dunng the school year, with the exception of vacation and
examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported
to Adviser/General Manager. Dr. Elizabeth Fraas.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student editors also decide the news and informational content.
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Colorado shootings
take child's innocence
JASON JONES
Your turn
Jones is a
senior public
relations
major.

I've been thinking hard about how fragile
life is after the shootings in Littleton, Colo.
I wonder what we are doing in this country — or for that matter, what can be done?
The hardest thing for me to accept when
something tragic happens is there never
seems to be a reason or an answer. If God
doesn't want us to know the answers, why
did he give us the gift of critical thought?
Being human is the most wonderful thing
there is, and yet it seems like sometimes it
takes superhuman ability just to live.
Let's face it, no one except a child could
ever be innocent enough to think this
world is perfect. What does that tell us?
Are we, as adults, so jaded there is only a
slim chance we will ever instill in our children any sense of hope for the future? What
are we passing on to them? We are passing a
lack of empathy for the people around them.
Why should they care about anyone
when we don't act like we do? If children
are truly like wet cement, then what kind of
impression are we making on them?
I know the shooters in Colorado were 18.
But they were children just a few moments
ago. What happened? Don't teD me this is iiist a
random act of violence. There is no such thing.
All violence has its roots somewhere. I
doubt very much anyone has ever gotten
out of bed in the morning and decided in
that very second to kill a classmate.
We need to start at the source.
Unfortunately, we don't know where the
source is, and frankly I'm sick of hearing the
plethora of theories about who is to blame.
Is it television? Is it the Internet? Is it the
music they listen to? Who knows? The only
person I know about for sure is the man in the

mirror. Until he makes up his mind to make a
difference, there will never be any change.
Here is my biggest fear — did you cry
when you heard about the shootings in
Colorado? I doubt it very much. Why didn't
you? Why didn't we all sit quietly and sob
until we were sick? Was it because it happened to someone else? Was it because it
wasn't my kid who took the bullet?
I've got some bad news for everyone
who uses that kind of reasoning. Your child
was a victim. Your child was in the firing
line, taking a bullet like the rest. Another
piece of innocence was taken from them.
The innocence that tells them they are
safe at school, playing outside their houses
or sleeping quietly in their own bed. Our
brothers, sisters, nieces, nephews and
grandchildren are losing the only right they
should never lose — the right to be children.
I'm scared of what tomorrow holds for
my children. I'm afraid of how the decisions we make today will affect them. I look
into the eyes of my 7-year-old niece and I
see a fire burning deep inside of her. I
never want to see that fire burn out
because of the world she has to live in.
I don't want to answer her when she asks
me what happened to the kids in Paducah or to
the lads in Jonesboro. Ark, or Seattle.
I just want to hold her close when she's
scared of the thunder roaring outside her
window. I want to close her closet door and
tell her the Bogeyman has moved away.
She deserves a chance to grow up as slowly
as she sees fit. She deserves to feel safe.
And just like the victims in Littleton,
Colo., she deserves a life. It should be
everyone's mission to see she gets it

► Campus Comments
THE ISSUE
In the wake of the Littleton. Colo., tragedy,
Daniel Bruce, What's on Tap editor for the
Progress, talked to students about whether they feel
the media influences people to commit violence.
Past tragedies like the one in Littleton have been
blamed on scenes from movies, music performers,
and it has been reported one of the two boys sus-

pected of the shootings had lyrics from industrial
music group KMFDM on his Web site. KMFDM
means kein Mehrheit fur die Mitleid which when
translated means "no compassion for the majority."
The group issued a press release expressing its
deep regret and heartfelt sympathy for the families
in Littleton, saying its music is against violence.

The media itself
plants the possibility. If people
see someone
else do it, it
doesn't mean
they can. the

The world in

Hometown:
Whitley City
Major. Music education
YMT Freshman

general is changing
into a more violent
place, but I don't
believe the media is
single handedly
responsible.

media just makes
it possible.

Taylor Mill
Major

Occupational
therapy
Year: Freshman

CHRIS MINTER

Richmond
Major: Undeclared
Year Sophomore

I don't think they influence
them because everybody
is taught right from
wrong, and movies are just
entertainment

Hometown:
Carrollton
Major:0utdoor
recreation
Year: Sophomore

It would
probably make
younger kids
violent. I don't
think it would
necessarily
have an effect
on adults.

Journalist's film not instrument for police use
DON KNIGHT
Gone Flshin'
Knight is
managing
editor of the
Progress.

When Associated Press freelance photographer and
Michigan State student
David McCreery dropped off his film
at a Meijer discount store, he had no
idea it would end up in the hands of
police.
East Lansing police seized the film
after they were notified by workers at
Meijer that the film contained images
of the riot that broke out at the end of
March after Michigan State lost to
Duke in the Final Four.
The police seized a total of eight
rolls of film from the Meijer film
counter. Five of those rolls
belonged to McCreery. Police
haven't stopped there; they sent out

19 subpoenas to local media outlets
asking for unpublished photos and
videos of the riots.
The Lansing State Journal is fighting the subpoenas and appealing a
judge's order that it hand over all
unpublished photos.
A spokesperson for Meijer, John
Zimmerman, told an Associated Press
reporter, Greta Guest, he felt the
store employees had acted responsibly and it is store policy for employees to call police whenever they see a
crime being committed on film they
process.
A task force formed to track down
and arrest rioters has created a hall of
shame on the Web with the photos

seized from Meijer and with photos
given voluntarily.
There are dozens of photos of rioters on the Web site with a list of their
charges posted under their photo.
The task force is asking for help in
catching those responsible for East
I rinsing's "black eye." and is offering
$50,000 in reward money to be split
up among everyone who identifies a
rioter.
The task force virtual hall of
shame can be viewed at
<http://www.ci.eastlansing.mi.us/riot/home.htm>.
Nothing is wrong with the police
using the Internet to create a virtual
wanted poster, but they shouldn't do it

Campus trash will pile up
if something isn't done now

AARON PHILLIPS
Your turn
Phillips is a
senior
sociology
major from
Whitley City.

Everyday I see something appalling on
campus. Though it might escape
many students as they rush back and
forth from class, work or whatever else is
going on in their busy lives, I have been considering writing this article for some time
now.
Hoping it wasn't necessary, I looked on
campus everyday to see if any changes had
taken place. They had not and, as of the day
this issue comes out, things still have not
changed.
What I am talking about is the disgusting
litter and gross garbage I see on this campus
everyday. Whether it is a paper or plastic cup,
a beer bottle, a candy bar wrapper or leftovers
from someone's meal at a fast food chain, it all
goes to show some people are either too lazy
or too stupid to know where trash properly
goes.
This makes me extremely upset and
should upset everyone else who either spends
a lot of time on campus or is just an occasional
visitor.
It would be one thing if we only had two or
three trashcans on campus, but they have
been conveniently placed just about everywhere you turn. Do the ones who rid themselves of their unsightly trash have such little
regard for others, the campus and the planet
that they would do this wherever they please?
Apparently so.
I wonder what goes through the people's
minds who do this. Maybe they are thinking,
"If s just one piece of trash; it's not going to
matter," or "It all winds up in the same place
anyway."
Well, trash adds up over time and it does
matter, and it does not all wind up in the
same place. Pretty soon this begins to
affect everything else around us as well. In
our society we criticize people and preach
responsibility when it comes to other

things, but when talking
Maybe
about morality not too
many people seem as
someday
openly concerned about
campus
this.
On the positive side of
1 truly
all of this, many Eastern
students, faculty and visitors do take responsibility
its full
for their trash and dispose
of it in the proper place.
For that I applaud you. as
does everyone else who
appreciates the effort,
including our Mother
Earth.
Unfortunately, some
have still not gotten the
Beautiful.
message. It is utterly
shameful that some people do this and don't even
care. Yet, nonetheless, they do it How
would these people feel if I came into their
house and started throwing trash wherever
I pleased?
We have heard a wide variety of views this
semester concerning a multitude of important
topics, and we have benefited from hearing all
of them. In my opinion, however, not many
topics could be as important as this. If this
abuse continues, people begin to think not
only less of their planet, but also less of themselves.
People also begin to think less of their
communities and society in general. This is
already happening, and we need to understand that many negative things that affect us
arerejated.
Hopefully, future semesters and future students will find a more attractive campus.
Maybe someday campus can truly realize its
full potential and become the "Campus
Beautiful."

When you run a campaign for
the president of the university's
Student Association, you must
take into consideration the rules
that are established for the position. I would like to shed some
light on the corrupt campaign tactics by Chris Pace and Rodney
Tolliver.
On April 22, a formal hearing
was held to review allegations of
wrong doing by the Pace/Tolliver
administration.
These charges were brought
against the candidates because of
their violation of campaign rules
seven and 10.
Rule seven deals with campaigning within 25 feet of the polls, and

rule 10 deals with campaign budgets.
Pace and Tolliver were found
guilty of both of these charges.
Pace and Tolliver exceeded
their budget and the amount is not
relevant To knowingly exceed the
established amount is a direct violation of one of the most important
rules in the campaign race.
This rule attempts to make the
financial aspect of the race equal.
However, if you don't follow this
rule, then there should be stiff consequences.
This was one of the most difficult campaign rules to follow.
Costs to run a campaign are very
high, and Pace broke this very
important rule.
Pace and Tolliver also broke the
important rule that prohibits cam-

Task force Web site
You can view the East Lansing
Police Department's Web site for
the hall of shame containting photos confiscated from an Associated
Press photographer to look for
alleged rioters at <www ci.eastlansing. mi. us/riot/home. htm>.
The task force is using the media
to do the job police should have
done.
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paigning within 25 feet of the polls.
With an election that was only
won by 38 votes, campaigning within the specified perimeter of the
polls could have made the difference.
Either way, this is a very important rule that should have been followed.
The result of the hearing was
Pace and Tolliver will not
receive the stipends which are
awarded to the president and
vice president.
I just wanted to let the students
know who they REALLY voted into
the presidency — a man who
chooses which rules to follow.
Robbie Atkins
Student senator

RICHMOND, KY

Gives you

TOP DOLLAR
for your

► Letters
Campaign should have been
run honestly

with unpublished press photographs.
The media is a watchdog of government, not an instrument of the
police. Reporters and photographers
put themselves at great risk to report
on riots.
If the public assumes the reporting
done by the media will be used
against them in court, reporters and
photographers will be put at a greater
danger of possibly being beaten or
killed by the crowd.
Police should arm themselves not
only with guns and batons, but also
with video cameras to collect evidence. It's not the job of the media to
catch criminals. That's what the
police are paid to do.

TEXTBOOKS
STORE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
BONUS VACATION-BONUS VACATION-BONUS VACATION

Register to Win
a
Vacation for Two
Details at Store
&

Drawing May 7,1999
k
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► Progress Classifieds

► News Briefs

HELP WANTED...
Home City Ice Company is now hmng
for these positions: Route Drivers, Production Stackers, Truck Loaders. Competitive wages with flexble schedules.
Cal for detais at 1-800-933-3575 Positions available in Morehead area and
Lexington.

Compiled by Dena Tackett

Remembrance
Ceremony Wednesday
A remembrance ceremony is
scheduled for 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Meditation
Chapel for those students, faculty
and staff who have died this
school year.

Fall semester fees
due Aug. 27
Students who plan to enroll for
1999 fall semester classes are
required to pay their fees or execute a deferred payment plan with
the division of billings and collections no later than Aug. 27.
Registrations will be canceled
for those students who have not
made such arrangements by that
date. For more information, call
622-1232.

'Rumors' auditions
today, Friday
The Richmond Area Theatre and
Richmond Area Arts Center will
hold auditions for their first joint
production, "Rumors" from 6 to 8
p.m. today and Friday downstairs at
the Richmond Area Arts Center,
399 W. Water St., corner of Water

Street and Lancaster Avenue.
There are roles for five adult
males and five adult females. For
more information, contact the
Richmond Area Arts Center at
624-0973 or 62+4242.

Reward offered for
stolen portfolio
A $100 reward is offered by Jan
Downing, a professor in the college
of education, for a stolen portfolio.
The portfolio contains irreplaceable
documents and pictures. It is very
important that it is returned. It can
be returned to Combs Building.

surgical instruments and many
more artifacts.
When the museum was in
operation, it offered tours and
demonstrations of its spinning
wheel, loom and antique weapons.
It also offered talks about the different phases of history.
The center was shuffled
around after its opening in 1930. It
moved from building to building
and finally found its home on the
third floor of Perkins Building.
The new museum will be located
adjacent to
Hummel
Planetarium.
The museum is named after
Jonathan Truman Dorris, a professor of history who arrived at
Eastern in 1926.

Need a place to live for free? Can
you take your cloieei at night? We
are looking for Ive-in, loving, responsible child caie for two boys (3 1/2 and
newborn) on weekdays. 10 minutes
from EKU. Need own car. Ref., nonsmokerDiane 626-1471
Cumberland Valley CampsSummer Resident Camps located near
Nashville, TN. Many counselor and
director positions available; including
Equestrians, High Adventure, Waterfront, Arts & Crafts, and Healthcare
staff. Competitive salaries and
Room/Board kitemships/colege credit
possfcte. Cal (800)395-5318 ext. 252
or emal gscouts@edge.net

Kustra announces
re-opening of museum Social Security info,
President Robert Kustra presented Wednesday
announced the re-opening of the
Dorris Museum at the Board of
Regents meeting Saturday.
The museum was closed in
1981 because of budget cuts.
The museum's collection
includes over 3,000 items.
Included are a large library of
rare books and manuscripts,
items from the pioneer days.
Native American artifacts, war
items such as weapons, a large
manuscript of the Bible that dates
back to the 13th century, antique

Immediate openings In Lexington
and surrounding areas. Government
contracts full + part time. Flexible
schedules. Call Jennifer or Tonya at
606-225-3522.

The Richmond Social Security
Office, along with Eastern's Office
of Services for Students with
Disabilities, will host a presentation from 9 a.m. to noon
Wednesday in the Kennamer
Room of Powell Building about
work incentives.
Paula Ryan, Plan for Action
Self-Support (PASS) specialist for
the Social Security Atlanta
Region, is the featured speaker.
Call 624-0541 for details.

Need a mechanic!!! Brake work,
engine work. Done 20 years experience. Student Discounts. Cal for free
estimates. 623-7335.
Attention Pre-Occupational Therapy
Students! Opportunities availabe at
Cardinal Hill Rehab Hospital to gain
valuable experience working as an
Occupational Therapy Aide on Saturdays only. Position requires 18 months
avaiabity and must be wttng to work 2
Saturdays per month. Send
resumes/applications to the Human
Resource Department

► Police Beat
Compiled by Shawn Hopkins

The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's division of public safety.
April 25
Shawn Brackett, Keene Hall,
reported someone entered his
unlocked room in Keene Hall and
stole over $200 in clothes.
John Vickcr, Arlington Pro Shop,
reported a fire near the Arlington
swimming pool.
April 24
Charle» -W. Fortney, 18.
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
John L. Guy. 20. Richmond, was
arrested and charged with 2nd
degree assault and wanton endangerment. Guy reportedly hit someone in the head with a B.B. gun at
Brewer Building, then pointed the
gun at people standing in the hallway. Witnesses reported they
believed the gun to be real.
April 23
Crystal Kincaid, Richmond,
reported her wallet was stolen at
Model Lab School Softball field.
John Cromer, Gentry Building,
reported someone had stolen a
fire extinguisher from Stratton
Building.
Kevin T. Perry. 21. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
April 22
Brett O'Buck, O'Donnell Hall.
reported his duffel bag had
WIN A FREE SWEATSHIRT

Be the first to come down to
first gear and answer the
question correctly.
Located on the comet ol Firsl and Main

Who wrote the jingles
for Budget Rent-A-Car?
Last week's answer: Clinton Way
Last week's winner no winner
( One win per customer, per semester )

been stolen at Begley Building.
Shell'vonia Johnson, Burnam
Hall, reported her wallet had been
stolen at Powell Building.
Mona Wilder, Commonwealth
Hall, reported someone had discharged a fire extinguisher on the
17th floor of Commonwealth Hall.
April 21
Douglas Pendleton. Richmond,
reported his bicycle had been
stolen out of his truck in
I-ancaster Lot.
Patricia Farris. Dupree Hall,
reported someone had destroyed
the restroom doors in the second
floor of Dupree Hall.
April 20
Melissa Ratliff. Winchester,
reported her purse had been
stolen from Combs Building.
Paul Wirtz. Combs Building,
reported his cellular phone had
been stolen from his office in
Combs Building.
April 19
Susan Fcldhaus. Martin Hall,
reported someone had stolen several pieces of jewelry, books and
other items from her room in
Martin Hall.
Imogene Ramsey, Combs
Building, reported her cordless
telephone had been stolen from
her office.
April 17
Dana Patterson, Combs Hall,

SUMMER CAMP
Counselors & Instructors
for the #1 private co-ed youth
recreation/sports camp located
in the beautiful cool mountains
of Western North Carolina. Over
25 activites, including all sports.
water skiing, heated pool,
tennis, art, horseback, Go-karls,
Rtflery, Drama, Wave Runners,
golf and more. 6/15 to 8/16...
earn $1350-$ 1750 plus room.
meals, laundry & great fun!!1
Non-smokers call for
brochure/application:
800-832-5539 anytime!
or email
CCPinewood9aol.com

reported $17 had been stolen
from a lockbox at Martin Hall.
The lockbox is for money collected for lockouts.

Waterfront Director and Camp
Couaators needed for summer youth
carnp.Mustbe21 1-600475-2621.

Light Delivery Drivers needed. Know
area and have own car. Opportunity to
earn up to $1Zhour 625-0925

NOW HIRING! The GAP Clearance
Center, 3434 Mrieoia Pike. Ertanger,
KY 41018. (606)372-7440. The positions available are: Management,
Cashiers, and Sales Associates. We
also have positions open for night-time
stackers who wl receive a pay-rate deferential and wi work Mon.-Fri ontyi

Richmond Place Retirement Cornmunity (located in Lexington off of Ex*
104) is currently hiring for rJrming room
servers. We offer excellent hours and
schedules to meet your needs. Work
from 4 pm. to 8 p.m. and sM have time
for extracurricular activities. Apply in
person to: 3051 Rio Dosa Dr. (across
from Charter Ridge Hospital). Mon-Sat
8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. or cal (606)2696308. E.O.E. Drug Free Workplace

Construction help needed. Part-time
until summer (12-20 hrs), fuH-time summer hours Cal (606)263-1174 fa more
information.
Now accepting applications for all
positions. Apply in person at MacSson
Garden, 152 N. MarJsonAve.
Summer Help needed. Apply at
Kelr/s Fruit Market. 466 Eastern ByPass. 624-2873.
Summer Jobs! Be Outdoors, Make a
Difference, Build your resume. Girl
Scout Camp in NE Tennessee seeks
quality staff June 6 - July 25. Room,
Board, Salary, Insurance, Memories
and Training all provided. Call
(800)428-3991 today for an application.
E.O.E.
Live-in child carugtvar, flexble hours.
Sep. apt. good pay and benefits. Experience and references needed. Call
624-0843 between 9 am. and 2 p.m.

Kids R Kids, FT 4 PT Teachers,
$5.50 to $8/hr. Now or Summer. Cal
(606)244-3210. Lexington

FOR RENT...
One, two and three bedroom apartments and town houses. Cal Hager
Rental at 6238482.
Room for rent In three-bedroom
house on Old Richmond Road
(US25). 15 minutes from l^xington or
Richmond. $375/month. All utilities
included. Cal 606-2637845
One-bedroom apartment, very conveniently located. $32Smorrth inducing
utilities Available May 8.623-7547.

FOR SALE..
Books for sale. Write Romance 101,
502 Scholar Ct., Edgewood,
MD 21040 or send e-mail
Romance101 ©prodkjy.net

Everyone Looks Up to You When You Work for.

KinderCare
As children look up to thier teachers, you'll also find that you have a
special place in the hearts of parents and the community. At
KinderCare, you'll be proud to work for a stable, progressive company
like ours. Our centers in the Lexington area are recruiting for:

Full-time & Part-time Teachers

Michael Lee Langford, 20,
Lynchburg, Va., was arrested
and charged with driving under
the influence of alcohol, 2nd
offense, carrying a concealed
deadly weapon (a butterfly
knife), driving with a suspended operator's license, possession of a suspended operator's
license, and possession of a
canceled or fictitious operator's
license.

SKYDIVE!
Train and jump same
day. State of the art
square parachutes.
30 years of operation.
(606) 245-4342 or
(502)348-9521.

Travis G. Railey, 20. Lebanon,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication and disorderly conduct.

Dr. Jan Downing, a
professor in the college
of education, reported a
portfolio taken from an
office. The portfolio
contains irreplaceable
documents and pictures
It is very important that
it is returned. Whoever
took it can return it to
the Combs Building.
There will be a reward
of $100 when returned.

Anthony D. Rogers, 20,
Bardstown, was arrested and
charged with possession of drug
paraphernalia, possession of
marijuana and alcohol intoxication.
William J.
Murrell. 24.
Lexington, was arrested and
charged with 3rd degree criminal
trespassing.
April 16
Norman Kidwell, 60, Berea, was
arrested and charged with speeding, operating on a suspended
operator's license, not possessing
an operator's license and speeding.

To be a KinderCare teacher, you must have a degree in EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. We offer a competitive salary, benefits - including hearth insurance and paid vacation - and a good working schedule
- we're closed on weekends!

Apply in Person
2611 Wilhite Dr.
Lexington, KY
(606) 276-2567

E.O.E

SALES PROFESSIONAL NEEDED
IF YOU POSSESS:
• A positive attitude • A desire to earn over 40k
• Sale experience preferred, but not necessary
• Good drining record • Career minded
WE OFFER:
• Up to 50% commission
• Benefits • Demo plan
• No Sundays • Salary during training
Please send resume or apply in person at

US 25 NORTH BEREA
1-800-677-3562

986-3169

VINCENT FISTER, INC.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS MOVING COMPANY
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Joseph
A.
Martin, 19,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.

HAS
Part-Time Evenings
Freight Payment Specialist
• No weekends
• Signing bonus
• Great pay
• Flexible hours330a.m.. to9p.m Mon - Fri.
• Paid vacation after 60 days
• Profit sharing
• Comfortable office setting
• Numeric data entry and A/P
expenence helpful
• Candidates must be detailoriented and qualify focused.

Cracker Barrel is
hiring for part and full
time positions. If you live
in the area or are staying
around for the summer
come by and apply
anytime at the Cracker
Barrel in Richmond. We
offer a busy but fun work
environment plus full
training. We mostly need
p.m. servers and server
assistants. No experience
is necessary but you must
be willing to learn.

Interested applicants should mail.
fax, or e-mail a resume to:
Human Resources
200 Computrex Drive
Nicholasville, KY 40356
Email GavanreComputrex.com
Fax#: (606)881-1192
Equal Opportunity Employer

SUMMER POSITIONS FOR
MOVER'S HELPERS
PACKERS & DRIVERS
HONEST, CLEAN-CUT, & DEPENDABLE

EXCELLENT PAY &
END OF SUMMER BONUS
CONNIE @ 1-800-477-0429
CATHOLIC HEALTH
INITIATIVES

Saint Joseph
HealthCare, Inc.

Great Job Opportunities

[Reni a 2-Bedroom Apt. & Receive
of1

Hiring Students Part-Time NOW and Full-Time
During SUMMER & Breaks

<

,

$ ^^\^\
>'Hir first
■■■ Bill.'Illli's K'lll'

The Science of Medicine.
The Heart Of Compassion'
Since 1877

/
/

Flexible Hours & Great Pay!!
We offer 10 - 40+ hours / week

NURSING STUDENTS

EXTERN PROGRAM

Route Delivery & Packaging Positions
NoCDL Required

Saint Joseph Hospital will be hiring senior nursing students for their ten-week
summer extern program (CARE- Clinical Associate Resource
Enhancement). This program is designed to enhance your nursing education
through hospital-based clinical experiences and highlights mentoring
Individualized clinical opportunities, and educational seminars to help prepare
for a successful nursing career Candidates will be working in a non-benefited
position for approximately 40 hours a week.

$6.50 - $10 / HOUR
CALL 1-800-933-3575
Located just Minutes front Campus!!
We also have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!
Lexington, KY
Lima/Bucyrus
Cleveland/Akron/Canton
Cincinnati/Kentucky
Mansfield/Ashland

1-800-933-3575 Dayton/Springfield 1-800-283-5511
1-800-894-0529
Toledo 1-800-899-9070
1-800-674-0880 Pittsburgh/Erie. PA 1-800-674-0880
1-800-288-4040
MlM Virginia 1 800-545-4423
1-800-894-0529
Southeast Ohio 1-800-545-4423
Columbus 1-800-937-0011

No Experience Necessary Train in one facility
during school and work in another during summer
break. We Offer Schedule Flexibility. Start training NOW
Schedule an lnterz>ieiv ASAP, Bring a Friend
Ask for Steve or Billy

Offer tapim 4AXV99

* Clubhouse
Call UHJUY!
* Swimming Pool . Fitness Center,
/f^Q 1AQA
Tennis Court
Oat3~IUi7\/
* Spacious Floor Plans
450 N. Keeneland Drive Richmond
* Fully Equipped Kitchens
www.towneprop.com/northridge
»/ dishwasher
* VV/D Connections & Mini-Blinds
* Fireplaces & Central Air
~
A Only 25 minutes from
downtown Lexington

Watch for our upcoming Job Fair in the Sunday,
May 2nd issue of the Herald-Laadetl

yVThe Eastern

Progress

NORTHRlDGE
l^WlM I HV1L/VJI-,
A

fmi

Candidates should stop by our Human Resources Department to complete an
application packet or contact Mtndy Lashbrooke Wise at 606-278-7878 - 1710.
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117 Donovan Annex 622-1861

ProtouaonaSy managed by Town* PropefliM ASM) Managamar* Company
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Censure:
Pace/Tolliver
broke rules

Politics,
history
focus of
center

From the front
"They were all tight-lipped
about who filed the other complaint," Rice said.
Pace was also charged with
making a personal attack on his
opponent, Chris Rice, because of a
flier that implies Rice is not connected to the student body because
he is in a fraternity. This charge
was thrown out by student court
Pace denies this was an attack
and said the flier was only meant
to show the diversity of his ticket.
Pace is an independent student
and Tolliver is a Greek while his
opponents. Rice and Neil Fedders,
are both Greeks.
"It's the same as stating that
Bob Dole is a Republican and that
Clinton is a Democrat," Pace said.
Pace said he has accepted the
court's decision, but denies that he
did it.
"I can tell you that I did not
break any of those campaign
rules," Pace said.
Rice doesn't believe this.
"He won the election, but in
doing so he also violated two of the
biggest rules," Rice said.
Pace and Tolliver's Student
Supreme Court hearing started at
8:30 a.m. and went to almost 4:30
a.m. the next day.
Tom
Myers,
Student
Association adviser and vice president of student affairs, attended
1 he meeting.
"My wife thought I was stuck in
a ditch somewhere and was ready
to call the state police," Myers
>^id. They were very thorough."
Jonathon
Gay,
Student
Association member, acted as an
advocate for Pace and Tolliver during the hearing.
Gay said he could be described
as a campaign manager for Pace
and Tolliver during the election.
He helped design the flier that was
the cause of the personal attack

complaint

Gay considers the decision,
with the fact that two of the
charges were defeated, a victory
for Pace and Tolliver.
Gay's explanation for the fact
that Pace was across the campaign
line was that Pace was assisting a
woman in a wheelchair.
"He was trying to be a nice
guy," Gay said.
Gay said the complaint was that

THE BOTANY BAY
K

JL

New silver rings
and lots of
cool things

BY DENA TACKETT

News editor

Shawn Hopkins/Progress
Chris Pace, left, directs a student to the polls while wearing his campaign
T-shirt. He then stepped past the 25 toot mark around the polls while wearing his shirt. This is a violation of election rules for which he was censured.
while Pace was doing this, he was
wearing a Pace/Tolliver T-shirt,
which under Student Association
rules, constitutes campaigning.
The student court decided Pace
went over his budget by underreporting the value of signs and other
materials he used in his campaign.
Gay said the value assessed to
the signs, which were, according
to Pace, leftovers from Pace's
father's Senate campaign, was too
high. Gay said the signs were
going to be thrown out by Pace's
mom, so they decided to use
them.
Sally Johnson, chief justice of
Student Supreme Court, said she
thought the hearing went well.
"Both sides were very cooperative considering the circumstances," Johnson said.
Johnson wrote the opinion that
censured Pace and Tolliver.
Pace describes the hearing as
an "ordeal" and said he hopes to
move on from here. Tolliver
echoes his sentiment.
"I'm just glad it's behind us,"
Tolliver said.
Gay contends that what
amounts to over $5,000 in fines,
the loss of the scholarships, is

excessive. Pace goes even farther.
"I think any fine imposed for
infractions that were never committed is excessive," Pace said.
Myers, however, describes the
decision as even more fair than
removing Pace from office.
"It sends a strong message,
don't you think?" Myers said.
Pace feels he and Tolliver were
treated unfairly.
"My understanding was that it
was the claimant's responsibility to
prove that we were over budget.
The student court took it upon
themselves to prove that we were
over budget," Pace said.
Rice said the complaint was not
filed in anger.
"There was no animosity
toward Pace or Tolliver. I'm not
out to get them, I've got nothing
against them. I just want students
to know that they've violated these
huge rules that were all supposed
to be followed and apparently were
not followed," Rice said.
Pace does feel there might have
been some bias on student senate
against him.
"Quite possibly, some of the people involved in the complaints didn't
expect me to win and were quite disappointed when 1 did," Pace said.

HErVip CONipANy

There are more historical
aspects of Kentucky than the "Big
Blue" and thoroughbred, and
Eastern is creating a center to
prove it.
At Saturday's Board of Regents
meeting. President Robert Kustr.i
announced plans to establish a
Center for Study of Kentucky
History and Politics. The center
will be the only one of its kind in
Kentucky.
Paul Blanchard, professor of
government, will serve as acting
director of the new center.
"I've been interested in the idea
for a long time," Blanchard said.
"We hope to get somebody who is
a specialist in Kentucky history to
be the director, but I told them I
would help get it started."
Blanchard will act as director
for a year until a director is
appointed. He said he will not pursue being named director.
The center will be a place for
people around campus to research
and write about Kentucky politics
and history and for discussions to
be held to explore that research,
Blanchard said.
Teachers around the area can
also come to the center to learn
more about the discipline, and
conferences and seminars will be
frequent at the center.
One of the main focuses of the
center is to promote the study of
Kentucky history and politics in
elementary and secondary
schools, Blanchard said.
"We want to have a program
where people in the community
can get together and talk about
issues," he said. "No university
center is devoted to that. We're a
blazing trailer."
Blanchard and several others
are looking for a home for the
center.
"That is one of the things there
are a lot of questions about and
there is not an answer to yet," he
said. "It wouldn't be an entire
building at this point and time,
but maybe eventually."

623-HEMP

Porter Plaza (Behind Dennys on the Bypass)
http://w w w.l ej»all ze -hem p.com

Spring Is In
the Air
For all your
Spring gift
giving needs
• Graduations
• Mother's Day
• Weddings
• Showers
Spring into Stoneworth for the finest in
Custom Embroidery.

tonetoortb £>b\vt Co.623-6852
Richmond Mall

Mon - Sat 10-9 Sun 1 -9

EKU Students,
Want to Fly?
or do one of over 100 other
guaranteed, well-paying careers
after graduation?
Air Force ROTC is an exciting way to be part of the finest Air and
Space force in the world -- but it's far more than that. Air Force ROTC
is also a program that teaches you to be a leader, develops your
management skills, and helps you grow into a well-rounded and selfassured person. For those who qualify. Air Force ROTC can help pay
for college through its scholarship programs. Upon graduation, you'll
become an Air Force officer doing exciting, meaningful things
alongside other great people in fascinating places around the world. If
you're interested, sign up for an Aerospace Studies class. There's no
obligation - as a matter of fact, you don't decide whether or not to
join the military until your junior year. What a deal!!! - A degree from
EKU and you commission through UK.

Air Force ROTC at UK
l»# = 606-257-7115
http://www.eky.edu/ArtsSciences/Aerospace

the

Gifts for all Occasions at...
ITS TIME TO RESERVE YOUR
TEXTS FOR THIS SUMMER
AND FALL SEMESTERS AT
THE UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE.

^' Graduation
^editings

Coverlets
Candles
Books

Crystal
Brass
Pewter

&*sf^
*& Baby Showers

L
■^

"

• Mini Coverlets
rVwprlf
Snowbabies
Baby Frames

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!

Mother's Day
• Seraphim Angels
• Lizzie High Dolls
• Dept. 56
• Tea Sets

Birthdays

Flower Arrangements
Pottery
Lamps

Gift Certificates Available 139 N. Keeneland Dr.
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Exit 90, 1-75
Sunday 12:30 a.m.-B p.m.

^UNIVERSITY
^BOOKSTORE
CENTER Of CAMPUS

The University Bookstore Reservation Form
Social Security
Name
,

Reservation

Summer 01 Fall

__

Home Address.
City, State, Zip Code
Campus Address
DEPARTMENT

COURSE NUMBER

SECTION NUMBER

NEW

USED

624-0025

We Don't Sell
Bread and Produce!
We Just Make Great
Pictures.
Come in and See the
Difference.
JricturePerfect Irhoto
FAST PHOTO LAB AND STUDIO

Harper Square, Richmond, 625-0077
We're on the north side of town
—
(
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► Co-workers react to Kustra's first year

Students come first with new president
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

Editor
President Robert Kustra not only
has his plate full, but has loaded
extra helpings on the plates of faculty and administrators as well.
Tom Myers, vice president of
student affairs, has been loaded
down with the coming of the student services building, researching
Greek
Row
and
a
student/faculty/slaff wellness center, renovation of residence halls
and installation of sprinklers in
dorms.
But he still has one complaint.

"Do more faster," Myers said
with a chuckle. "All of these things
are on the burner, and I love that"
Myers feels the Kustra administration has put students first, and
that's fine by him.
"All these things we're doing
will pay big dividends for the university," he said.
And Myers thinks this is
because Kustra has an open mind.
"He listens to me and he has
ideas, and I think they are pretty
great." he said. The students are
going to reap the benefits of what
were doing right now."
Student Association President

Adam Back feels the same way
about Kustra and all that has developed this year.
"Basically, everything I've seen
him do this year has had students
at the head." Back said. "I think his
impact is definitely going to be felt
for a long time.
"He's just such a dynamic person, and that's quite a bit of the reason why it's gone so well (this
year)," he said. "His style is very
hands-on, very people-oriented and
that's exactly what people need."
But he felt the year wouldn't
have gone nearly as well without
the help of Kustra's wife, Kathy.

Two make quite a team," Back
said. The only regret I have is this
is my last year. I'd want to stay
around for two or three more to see
what else comes down the pike."
Tim Graham, president of
Residence Hall Association, also
applauds Kustra's efforts to make
students first, but said more needs
to be done.
He said next year's goal should
"focus on getting more students to
attend Eastern, not only getting
them here but getting them to
stay."
Because of all the changes
Kustra has instigated in his inau-

gural year, Karen Janssen, chair of
faculty senate, calls his first year
exciting.
The main message on campus
when we were searching for a new
president was change," Janssen
said. "He has delivered change."
And she said though the
changes may have been rocky,
campus is becoming accustomed
to it. She feels there is a new energy throughout the university.
"I enjoy the exchange of information I see going on between people on different parts of campus,"
Janssen said.
Janssen, who has been faculty

senate chair under both the Hanly
Funderburk administration and
Kustra's administration, sees some
differences between the two presidents.
"I've seen increased faculty
access to the president, increased
visibility of the president," she said.
"You can talk to the president
about all kinds of issues. It's a real
active exchange."
She looks forward to seeing
what path Kustra's vision takes in
the future.
"The doors are wide open for us
to really make good use of our
opportunities," Janssen said.

Memories of
first year
begin with
pizza, students
It is only fitting that my earliest recollection of
this academic year centers on a pizza! Kathy
and I invited some student leaders over to the
Blanton House to discuss student priorities and
how we could help them implement their agenda.
We gathered in the living room, borrowed chairs
from the dining room and talked about everything
from the empty weekends to food service to computer labs.
From there it was on to the Freshman Picnic
where our administrators served students snow
cones, cotton candy, hamburgers and hot dogs. You
haven't lived until you've seen an Eastern administrator up to the elbows in cotton
candy.
A few days later I was enjoying
my first Eastern football game.
Little did I know that the musically
inclined players on the team had
jazzed up an old eastern Kentucky
Brian Simms/Progress spiritual and, lo and behold, I was
invited to stand in the middle of
President Robert Kustra walks with his dog, Abby, and waves to the crowd gathered on Main Street in Richmond during his tirst Homecoming parade.
the victorious Colonek that night
after we beat Kentucky State. I
will never forget how dwarfed I felt ROBERT KUSTRA
Your turn
in their midst and how honored I
felt to join them in belting out
From the front
He learned from talking to
"Cabin on the Hill."
Kustra came
Speaking of song on campus,
Kustra came onto the scene faculty and sitting in on faculty
to
Eastern
where's the dance? That's easy.
last January when he visited the senate meetings, that many of
after
being
Just drop by the dance recital
campus for the first time as one the members thought there
lieutenant
govwere
too
many
votes
given
to
brought
to
Eastern
by
Marianne
Feb. 2-3 Kustra is the first of
of four finalists to replace outgoMcAdams and her students.
ernor of
four candidates for president
ing
President
Hanly administrative people and not to
the faculty.
Kathy and I were so impressed
Illinois. He has
Funderburk.
of Eastern to visit campus.
Kustra helped in the effort to
with the discipline, beauty and talIn February he was chosen
spent
one full
Fab.
18
Board
of
Regents
ent of these performances.
unanimously by the Board of take some of the voting power out
selects Kustra to succeed
academic year
of
the
hands
of
administrators
and
Just
last
week,
I
shared
anothRegents to become the next presiHanly Funderburk as
er special moment with students as president.
dent of Eastern. By the start of give it back to faculty.
Eastern's president.
Now there are six voting posiwhen the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
the fiscal year, July 1. he was on tions on faculty senate.
July 1 The new president's
fraternity asked me to join the novices this year
the job.
But perhaps the biggest change
and be initiated an Honorary Member. It was a
first day on campus.
His first action was one he
during Kustra's
solemn ceremony highlighting the special bond
July 30 First Board of
considered,
short tenure was
among those who teach and enjoy music. Yes,
Regents meeting.
"good business
the announcethere is a secret handshake which, of course, I
Aug. 17 Kustra makes his
practice" — he
ment
to
reorgawill share with no one but my new fraternity
got all faculty
first address to faculty and
nize the university.
brothers. Well, that is, if I can remember it by
voice mail and
Sept.
14
The
first
faculty
senate
meetstaff
were
he
announces
his
support
The decision
next year!
staggered lunch
ing after Kustra takes over as presifor a student wellness center.
came
while
Students and faculty in the music department prohours so camdent.
Aug. 20 The Kustras host their first picKustra studied
vided Kafhy and me with so many wonderful perforpus
offices
Sept. 20 Students, faculty and staff
the benchmark
mances this year. Our special memory will always
wouldn't
be
Robert Kustra, universities that
attend a town meeting in the
be our reading part in the Christmas concert. And
closed during
then just last week, we watched Robert Hartwell conFountain Food Court.
president Eastern will be
the noon hour.
compared to for
duct the EKU Symphonic Band for the last time in
Oct. 1 Eliminated overdue library fines.
Then
he
» money allocahis career. His former students from all over the
Oct. 2 Installed as Eastern's new presi•-pent the first _
tions.
map joined him for a special retirement tribute to his
three or four
dent.
Swears
he
has
never
fought
In
In order for
33 years on faculty.
months is his office — "long days
a
duel.
The energy, devotion and love our faculty brings
in this room." — listening to the school to get more money
to their teaching may not be quantifiable, but you
everyone who would come from the state, it would have to
prove it would spend the money
can feel it in the air on the Eastern campus. My own
through his door.
informal and unscientific survey of our faculty's dedi"I've heard every story that as well as the ones it was being
cation comes from the many lunches and dinners
there is to tell on this campus." he compared to.
And that was almost impossiKathy and I eat in Richmond and Lexington restaunic for freshmen at the Blanton
said.
rants. So many of our students wait tables and share
house.
It was those conversations that ble when Eastern had so many
wonderful stories of their professors and what a difled him to some of the changes more colleges. Kustra said.
Sept 5 Celebrates Eastern's victory
Although the decision to reorference they have made in their careers here at
he saw needing to be made.
over Kentucky Stale by singing
Eastern.
Students were concerned ganize was studied and Kustra
'Cabin on the Hiir with the team for
Last weekend here on campus, our alumni returned
about issues like parking and feels like it will improve the unithe first time.
to regale us with similar stories from days gone by.
Food Services, and they voiced versity, he understands some of
Sept. 11 The first broadcast of Kustra's
They remind us that the priority our faculty today
their wants for a wellness center the criticism he and his staff
endured for the announcement.
place on teaching is not simply a statement about
on campus.
Many thought there should have
Oct. 17 Crowns his first homecurrent practice, but a tradition with a proud past
Kustra wanted to change the
and a bright future.
coming queen, Sarrah Wrenn.
"suitcase college" mentality so been more time to discuss publicly
the issue, but Kustra didn't see that
There is no better example of dedicated teaching
Nov. 18 Jeff Long is appointed
many students here have.
than the honors program. After our honors students
He started the First Weekend as a solution.
as Eastern's athletic director.
presented in their usual superb fashion at a national
"There's no good way to tell
project, where several entertainDec. 7 Told faculty senate he was
meeting, a professor from Massachusetts e-mailed
ment activities are planned for someone who loves their job that
planning to re-examine general
me with high praise for our students. Just two
we found another way to do their
one weekend in every month.
education at Eastern. Kustra also
weeks ago, I learned that first hand when I sat in on
In the budget being proposed job." he said.
approves a proposal to implement
some of the honors presentations.
Kustra said he hopes to have
in Frankfort, money is allotted to
the plus/minus grading scale
Twice I appeared in the Grill for my own performany Kentucky spring mornings is
the First Weekend program.
Feb. 10 Holds a forum to dismances, so to speak! Last semester, I held a town
Kustra said he wants to see it his future.
hall meeting and really enjoyed the conversation
cuss how Banner will effect
Hi' said he has enjoyed everykeep more students on campus
with students. Just last week, I read poetry to celescheduling.
thing about the move except
every once in a while.
brate national poetry week. I followed a former
"I don't know if it'll ever spread missing family and friends, "but
radio show "New Horizons in
April 1 Kustra announces the
Eastern student whose poem was, shall we say, a bit
to every weekend, and I don't family and friends know how to
Education."
reoganization of the colleges.
vulgar and blasphemous. I'm all for free speech. I
know if it even has to." he said.
get down here," he said.
just hope those remembering the day don't confuse
the two readers!
My radio show has given me a great opportunity
to meet faculty and staff with stories to tell about
Eastern's special programs. It has also introduced
me to some fascinating guests from across the
are things he said he didn't always taking another job.
BY SHWAN HOPKINS
ing back and visiting," Funderburk said. Commonwealth. I have particularly enjoyed interhave a lot of time for before.
"I've probably worked enough,"
But first, the Funderburks are final- viewing local and regional authors such as Bracelen
Assistant news editor
"I've been getting a lawn and Funderburk said. "I'm adapting to retire- ly getting around to taking the trip the Flood who contribute so much to our understanding
Montgomery. Ala., is a long way shrubbery established for a new ment better than I thought I would."
university presented to them when of our history and culture.
from Eastern and a long way from any house." Funderburk said.
Funderburk said if it were not for they retired.
Of course, I could not possibly sign off from this
controversy coming from Eastern's
He also noticed a change in his his wife Helen's ties to Auburn's
They plan on going to England, article without commenting on how much I
new president. That suits former presi- taste in sports.
University of Montgomery and family, Ireland and Scotland May 1 through enjoyed responding to the legions of Progress
dent Hanly Funderburk fine.
May 16.
reporters.
"I used to spend a lot of time watch- they would still be in Richmond.
"All I know is what I read in The ing college sports, but now I spend a
Montgomery is a good distance,
"We liked Richmond so much and
Although I've never checked, I'm sure the
Eastern Progress." Funderburk said, lot of time with my grandchildren and we really miss our friends up there. I but still not too far away for Progress has the longest telephone cord in all of
in a southern drawl he said he never their sports." Funderburk said.
really miss my walking every day," he Funderburk to have fortned an opinion Kentucky. It's not uncommon when I'm returning a
really lost, not even in 13-and-a-half
Funderburk has kept busy chairing said, referring to regular walks around on President Robert Kustra and the reporter's phone call to be passed around the pressyears of living at Eastern.
a committee on National Collegiate campus he would take at the end of changes he's made during the first room like a box of chocolates.
Funderburk said he really hasn't Athletic Association accreditation for the day.
year.
Congratulations to the Progress staff on your
followed Eastern thai closely. He's the University of Southwest Louisiana
"Some of those decisions I definitely
Funderburk said he would like to
ways! And to everyone else who
spending most of his time with his and helping to set up a foundation for visit twice a year, and plans his next would not do. but then maybe he award-winning
made this first year of my Eastern presidency
family, his "old friends" from
knows something about higher educa- such a rewarding experience, thanks for the
visit for sometime early in the fall.
Montgomery and at his home. These his granddaughter's prep school.
tion that we don't," Funderburk said.
memories!
He said he doesn't see himself
"We definitely look forward to com

Perfect: Kustra kept occupied during inaugural year
Highlights of Kustra's first year

" I've heard every
story that there
is to tell on this
campus.

Former president enjoys gardening, family

\
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Regents: Board says it supports president
From the front
the board supported the president's actions. He only suggested
one be made.
Board Chair James Gilbert said
the point was moot.
"I think we voted on it when
we enacted the budget," Gilbert
said. "I don't feel it's the board's
job to look over an administrator's
shoulder when he's making
administrative decisions."
Thompson said the complaints
she had received from faculty
were threefold.
These included complaints
about the lack of openness of the
process and lack of faculty input,
the insensitivity of the administration, including Kustra, in the suddenness and the decision, and
anger that the faculty wasn't given
credit to be able to work on it.
Thompson said the way faculty
input was handled, one-on-one interviews with consultant Joseph
Schwendeman, was not an adequate
substitute for open discussion.
Thompson was not the only
regent to have heard complaints
about the reorganization. During
the meeting, Daisy French said
she had been speaking to alumni
during Alumni Weekend and
many of them were shocked.
Kustra said the reason was to get
our university in line with its new
benchmarks. These are 17 universities from across the country the
same size and make up of Eastern.
Kustra said cutting down on
administration and grouping colleges together makes the university more efficient.
It also makes it easier to group
and administer general education
by "reestablishing what Eastern
had for many years — a college of
arts and sciences," Kustra said.
Kustra said the suddenness of
the decision was necessary to get
Eastern in line with those benchmarks as soon as possible.
Kustra
and
Joseph
Schwendeman, former Eastern vice
president who acted as a consultant
for the reorganization, defended
the way they had approached gathering the information.
Schwendeman argued everyone knew what had happened,
and he had spoken to the people
who were reorganized.
"I don't think it came as a surprise to them that there would be
something of a restructuring,"
Schwendeman said.
Schwendeman said most of the
concerns of the people he inter-

" My feeling Is, we hire a president. If
we don't like what he does, we fire
the president. I don't think we should
get involved on that level.
Jane Boyer,
regent responding to a suggestion vote on whether
the board agrees with reorganization

CHURCH DIRECTORY

First Baptist Church 350 W.
Main at Lancaster Ave. 6234028 Worship Sun,. 8:30,11
a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 6:30
p.m. Sun School 9:40 a.m.
S.U.B.S. 8 p.m. at BSU
Center

••
viewed dealt with changes to their
individual colleges.
"Whereas whether or not you
want to maintain a college is a very
personal thing," Schwendeman said.
Kustra also said the deans
were aware of the reorganization.
Kustra said the way the news
was broken to the deans was
thought out in advance to avoid
any unnecessary delays or
rumors and speculation.
"We went to every effort to be
humane and sensitive to the people
who were reorganized," Kustra said.
Thompson said even if no
insensitivity was intended, faculty
feelings of it were just as bad.
"There is real concern and
problems
with
morale,"
Thompson said. "It won't matter
what we perceive about this. If the
faculty inside have low morale,
that is a problem.
"My perception is that most of
them did not know until that day
exactly what reorganization had
occurred and how their jobs had
changed." Thompson said later.
Gilbert said the board was not
condemning Kustra's actions.
"I think that if anybody is making the assumption that this board
doesn't support the reorganization and Kustra then they are
leaning on a very weak reed,"
Gilbert said. That's why we hired
him, to be a disciple of appropriate change."
Thompson said now it is important to look to the future and make
suggestions on future decisions
after reorganization is done.
"I believe the campus can
begin to work and collaborate, to
heal and move into the future,"
Thompson said.

Chair steps down,
teachers adjust
Ron Wolfe, chair of the mass
communications department, decided to return to teaching full time.
Wolfe, who was named chair of
the department 1992, came to

Eastern in 1969. He has been a
professor of mass communications since 1986.
Wolfe came to the university in
1959 as a student of English and
history.
"I'm going to step down and
give the new chair a ground floor
starting with the reorganization,"
Wolfe said, "to work in this new
environment and take on a new
decade, a new century."
Wolfe was disappointed with
the reorganization.
"I think some good can come
out of it," he said. "I just wish it had
been accomplished differently."
The department of mass communications under Wolfe has petitioned to be moved from the new
college of business and technology to the new college of arts and
sciences.
The department of mass communications will not be able to
make the move until the new
provost and vice president of academic affairs comes to office,
which is scheduled for July.
Chairs of other departments in
the university have voiced their
concerns and acceptance of the
reorganization.
"What we have to consider is
that it's already done," said Gary
Kuhnhenn, chair of the department of earth sciences. "What
we need to do now is to see what
we can do to make it work for
the university and we have to
approach it in a positive manner."
Kuhnhenn said faculty need
to do "what we're here to do" for
the students, no matter how
they feel about the reorganization.
Robert Adams, chair of the
psychology department, said he
didn't think things needed to be
changed.
"I didn't see anything wrong
with the old structure," Adams
said. This is a done deal, though,
and people may be reluctant to be
criticizing it at this point."

Make tracks to Book Buyback

Episcopal Church of Our
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11
a.m. Sun. School 9:30 a.m.

St. Thomas Lutheran
Church 1285 Barnes Mill
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School
9:30 a.m. Worship 11 a.m.
Contemporary Worship
8:30 Traditional Servic
Westside Christian Church
Bennington Ct. across from
Arlington 623-0382 Sun.
School 9:45 a.m. Worship
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7
p.m. Transportation available.
Big Hill Ave Christian 129
Big Hill Ave. 623-1592 Sun.
10:45 a.m.,6 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) 330 W. Main St.
623-5323 or 623-5329
Church School 10 a.m. Sun.
Worship 11 a.m. Wed.
Dinner 6 p.m. (no charge)
Call for transportation.
First United Methodist
Church 401 W. Main St.
623-3580 Worship 8:30 &
10:50 a.m. Sunday School
9:40 a.m. Wed. Night Live
5:30 p.m. Transportation
available.

Richmond House of Prayer
(Full Gospel Church) 330
Mule Shed Ln. 623-8922 or
624-9443 Sun. School 10
a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. 7 p.m.
Transportation available

Redhouse Baptist Church
2301 Redhouse Rd. 623-8471
or 624-1557 Sun. School 9:40
a.m. Sun. Worship 10:50
a.m., 7 p.m.
Church of Christ Goggins
Ln. (W. Side 1-75) Ride: 6242218 or 623-2515 Sun. 9:30,
10:20 a.m. & 6 p.m. Wed. 7
p.m. Bible Moment 624-2427
Richmond Church of
Christ 713 W. Main St., 6238535 Sun. 9 & 10 a.m., 6
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.; ride our
van. Colonels for Christ
meet 2nd & 4th Thurs. at
8:30 p.m. on 2rd floor of
Powell Building
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship 209 St. George
St. For information call:
623-4614 Sunday Service
and Church School 10:45
a.m.

Eastside Bethel Baptist
1675 E. Main St. 624-9646
Sun. Bible Study 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Worship 8:30 & 10:50
a.m. Wed. Small Group
Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Services are interpreted for
the deaf and are handicapped accessible.

St. Stephen Newman
Center 405 University Drive
623-2989 Sun. Mass 5 p.m.,
Sunday Supper $1 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. Inquiry classes
for becoming Catholic.
St. Thomas Lutheran
Church 1285 Barnes Mill
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m.
Rosedale Baptist Cl irch
411 Westover Ave 6 >-1771
Sunday School 9 a.r .
Worship Sun. 10:15 m., 6
p.m. Wed. Prayer S '•vice 7
p.m.
Trinity Missionary laptist
Church 2300 Lexin ton Rd.
624-9436 or623-68(8Sun.
9:45 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m.
Wed. Youth & Praytr 7 p.m.

White Oak Pond Christian
Church (Disciples of
Christ) 1238 Barnes Mill Rd
623-6515 Sun. Worship 10
a.m. Coffee Fellowship Sun.
11 a.m. Sun. School 11:15
a.m.
Harvest Family Fellowship
621 S. Keeneland Dr. 6248620 Sun. School 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Worship 10:45 Wed.
Bible Study 7 p.m., Sat.
Outpouring 6:10 p.m.

Don't Write Home!
Check out the coupons and deals in our ads.
You won't need Mom and Dad's money!

hjhc Easiern

Progress

117 Donovan Annex 622-1881

-o-

University Center Board Invites you to

CHIU. OUT BEFORE niUHSl

SUNDAY • MAY 2
2:00 PM * THE RAVINE
•Trinidad Steel Band
•Free Cookout
with Hamburgers, Chips, Soft Drinks

"University Store"
Mon-Fri, Apr 26-30
Saturday, May 1
Mon-Fri, May 3-7

9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

"EKU Danville Center"
Wednesday, May 5

noon to 6:00 p.m.

"EKU Corbin Center"
Thursday, May 6

(Weather Permitting)

DON'T MISS THE FUN!

A l\ II

B(2^"a

9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

"Alumni Coliseum"
Mon-Fri, May 3-7

4:00-6:00 PM • MODEL FIELD
•Tethered Balloon Ride

noon to 6:00 p.m.

HCU CHKRIEAPER TRY0UTS
Anyone Interested In finding out about cheerleader
and Colonel tryouts may attend a meeting

Wednesday
May 5 • 9 PISA
Powell Building lobby.
Information about scholarships,
clinics, and tryouts will be provided.

"EKU Manchester Center"
Friday, May 7

noon to 6:00 p.m.

Book Buyback... It makes dollars and sense.

For more Information, call

622-3855.
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Regents approve new budget
BY SHAWN HOPKINS

Assistant news editor
The Board of Regents met
Saturday to discuss and vote on
t.he budget for*l999-2000. which
passed unanimously:
Also discussed at the meeting was
delaying the budget for food services
and the budget for Model lab School.
The final, unrestricted budget of
$134,784,940 passed unanimously
The budget contained many
changes. The first was a 4 percent
raise in salaries, operating expenses and travel for employees.
Board chair James Gilbert said
this money was divided into 2 percent to be distributed across the
board and 2 percent to be put into
funds based on merit.
Of most immediate interest to
students, the new budget means a
$50 increase in tuition, as determined by the Council on
Postsecondary Education, and a
new $50 technology fee to pay for
computer labs, which amounts to
a $100 increase in tuition and
fees. Students now need to register four weeks earlier next year.
The
budget
includes
$8,000,000 to make improvements
to the school including adding
emergency phones, repairs and
adding sprinklers to some dorms.
The original plan was to install
sprinklers in Commonwealth,
Telford, Palmer and Keene halls
over the summer. Because the bids
were much higher than expected

Keene had to be dropped.
The budget also includes no
increase in the cost of faculty and
staff health insurance. There is
also a new provision that faculty
and staff can transfer the free six
hours of college credit they get
each semester to their spouses or
dependent children.
The catch is that they have to
be taken at Eastern. Kustra
thought this might help encourage people to stay here.
Faculty
Regent
Merita
Thompson said she was pleased
with the education initiatives in
the budget, especially the money
put into retention.
These initiatives include
improving advising and orientation, plus new scholarships. They
also encompass a new Center for
Excellence in Teaching and
Learning for continuing teacher
education.
Regent Gilbert Miller admitted
he had not been to a meeting in a
while, and was no expert on the
changes brought by reorganization.
Miller said he thought the budK«t was very realistic, and in his
experience not much different
than what he expected.
The budget passed with few
questions. Those that were asked
mainly came from Thompson.
"One of the questions raised
was about how much money was
saved (by reorganization)."
Thompson said.
This refers to money saved in

administrative salaries by reducing the number of colleges from
nine to five in the university.
Kustra's new figure is around
$200,000. Kustra said his earlier
$500,000 figure was a conservative
outgrowth of a $700,000 figure
arrived
at
by
Joseph
Schwendeman, a consultant hired
to study the organization of the university and a retired vice president.
The budget also included
money for the new student center, more emphasis on First
Weekends, a new director for
intramurals and advertising for a
new director of affirmative action.
The board also voted to delay
approval of the budget for Model
Lab School. Gilbert said the board
had to wait until Madison County
Schools determined their salary
schedule for the year.
They also voted unanimously
to delay approving the budget for
Eastern's food services operation
until the next meeting, and to give
the president the authority to do
what is necessary in the interim.
The food services budget was
delayed because of pending contract negotiations and an upcoming
decision of whether it will be contracted out to an outside company.
The student life, discipline and
athletics committee recommended freeing up several coaches
from mandatory teaching duties
and limiting the number of classes for the rest to two hours.

135 East Main

SUMMCn^HLCIALS
New

AmeriCorps
Student Service Consortium Center For Service
Coordinated by Eastern Kentucky University

WE ARE RECRUITING
If you (or someone you know) are looking for a way to pay for college or pay off college loans while
serving a community, then the AmeriCorps/Student Service Consortium Center for Service is for you!
Applicants are needed for the AmeriCorps/Student Service Consortium Center for Service (SSC
Center) to serve full-time as AmeriCorps Members in central and southeastern Kentucky Schools,
agencies and institutions of higher education, starting September 1, 1999.
Role Description:
During the spring and summer, SSC Center AmeriCorps Members will be selected to begin
service. September 1, 1999, at SSC Center sites across central and southeastern Kentucky. SSC
Center AmeriCorps Members will serve full-time for ten months/1700 hours. The SSC Center
AmeriCorps Members will serve/work with local students implementing service learning and
literacy/tutoring programs. The SSC Center will continuously train the AmeriCorps Members
throughout the AmeriCorps Members' term of service in:
'
*
*
'
*

Service Learning Skills
Literacy/Tutoring Skills
Professional/work Skills
Time Management Skills
Professional Etiquette

Time Management Skills
Leadership Skills
Team Building Skills
Conflict Resolution Skills
Journalism Skills

Wednesday to
Saturday
7 to Midnight

750 Coors Light Cans - Every Night
750 Natural Light Bottles - Every Night

$3 all
drill

Public Relations Skills
Record Keeping Skills
Diversity Skills
CPR Skills
Networking Skills

624-0249

Sre to
raft

Requirements:
Potential AmeriCorps Members must demonstrate leadership and willingness to be a component
of a team of service providers. AmeriCorps Members must be at least 18 years of age and be a high
school or GED graduate. It is preferred that SSC Center AmeriCorps Members have successfully
completed at least two years of post-secondary education.
Benefits:
For ten months/1700 hours of full-time service, starting September 1, AmeriCorps Members will
receive a living stipend, and educational award, health insurance, forbearance on current educational
loans during the ten months of service (with AmeriCorps paying the accrued interest at the end of the
ten months of service), child care (when eligible), and extensive service and professional experience
and contacts with schools, agencies, and communities that may be helpful in future careers.
For More Information:
Contact: Nancy N Thames. Director, AmeriCorps/SSC Center for Service
429 Bert Combs Building, 521 Lancaster Ave. Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky 40475
Or call: (606) 622-6543/ or e-mail: SSCTHAME@ACS.EKU.EDU
For website address, please call our office.

Congratulations Graduates!
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You've worked hard
for your degrees...
Now trust your
memories to
Wal-Mart
Photo Center...
400 Speed Film Now The Most
Versatile...
Kodak 400 Speed 4
Pack

$9.44
Fuji 400 Speed 4
Pack

$8.94
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Eastern
graduate
cleans up
California

Kappa Delta would like
to congratulate their
new spring initiates.

BY MICHAEL ROY

Mandy Bastin
Laura Charles
Emily Collins
Ashley Daub
Stacey Davis
I Iolli Embry
Samantha
Honeycutt
Mary Nelson
Ginette Newten

Staff writer

Mai Wyatt/Progress

Clownin' around
Amanda Abrams and Christy Schuler, right, perform a clown act at the Take Our Daughters to Work closing
ceremonies April 22. The girls, both fifth graders at Paint Lick Elementary, spent the day with Qlenda White
and Victoria Blakeman. of Berea, who mentored them in drama. Forty-two girls participated in the day.

Adult Education Center
offers basics, life skills
BY SAM GISN

Staff writer

The more people who know,
the more we will reach," said Lisa
Bosley, coordinator and lead
teacher of Eastern's new Adult
Education Center.
The Adult Education Center is
having its open house from 3 to 5
p.m. today in Perkins Building,
Room 229.
Madison County residents are
invited to stop by and see the center,
meet the staff and students and have
refreshments in the new facility.
With this event, they hope to
inform more people about the adult
education program and show their
supporters what has been accomplished since opening Feb. 22.
"The response to the center
.has been stronger than we've
'imagined," Bosley said.
Since opening, the Madison
County Adult Education Program
has enrolled 50 people and expect
at least 100 by June 30, Bosley said.
Their class preference is as different as those who have enrolled,
Bosley said, which include 14
inmates from Madison County
Detention Center and 10 Eastern
employees.
"Most people want to prepare
for the GED exam," Bosley said.
"About a quarter are enrolled in
English as a second language,
and a quarter of the students want

cent of Madison County adults do
not have a high school diploma,
14 percent did not complete the
ninth grade and 36 percent of the
working-age population reads
below eighth grade level.
The center will be expanded in
the near future, Bosley said.
"We will partner with Berea
and Students of
Lisa Bosley, College
Appalachia. which cover adult educoordinator of cation in Berea, to offer one-on-one
Eastern's center tutoring for reading and math
improvement," Bosley said. "We
» also plan to offer workplace essential skills training to business and
to improve their basic reading industry in Berea as well."
and math skills to move on to the
Some students who work with
GED program."
the adult education programs will be
There are a variety of pro- earning credit while they help.
grams from which to choose.
Different faculty members at
Not only does the Madison Eastern have shown interest in
County Adult Education Program placing the co-op and practicum
provide basics like reading, writ- students of their programs with
ing and mathematics, it also offers the adult education program as
programs that include GED prepa- tutors, Bosley said.
ration, workplace readiness, basic
"We hope to have students
computer skills, life skills and from education, special education,
English as a second language.
psychology, occupational therapy
The variety of classes is not and other departments with us
the only benefit of this program, next year," Bosley said.
Bosley said.
"They need all the help they
"Our students really like coming can get," she said.
to Eastern's campus," Bosley said.
"We plan to recruit student and
"It's more prestigious."
faculty tutors in late August,"
The adult education program Bosley said. "We will offer a 12was a needed addition to Madison hour certification tutor training in
County, Bosley said.
early September for anyone who
According to Bosley, 29 per- wishes to become a tutor."

" The response to
the center has
been stronger
than we've
imagined.

Like any parent, Arthur
Ziarkowski is proud of his son
Daniel's accomplishments. He
was very proud when he won an
award for his work.
"Everybody was excited,"
Arthur said. "He loves his work."
Daniel Ziarkowski, an '85 Eastern
graduate, works for the Department
of Toxic Substances Control in
Sacramento, Calif. Ziarkowski was
rewarded for his cleanup efforts in
mining areas around California
Ziarkowski was awarded the
Superior Accomplishment Award last
year by his department Ziarkowski's
job is to "investigate abandoned hazardous waste sites," he said.
Ziarkowski graduated from
Eastern with a degree in chemistry. Before that, he was in the
Coast Guard, which inspired him
to choose his career.
"It gave me an opportunity to
experience outdoors," Ziarkowski
said.
After graduation, Ziarkowski
moved to California with his wife
Kelly, a 1983 graduate of Eastern.
She is a veterinarian.
He said he visited the campus
four or five years ago and was
amazed at how much it had
changed.
Ziarkowski moved to California
in 1989. He was impressed with the
area after seeing it while in the
Coast Guard. He said he has "really
enjoyed it It has tolerable weather."
Ziarkowski's biggest task is
investigating abandoned mines that
have impacted areas. He has also
written a handbook about mines
that has been published by the
Environmental Protection Agency.
Ziarkowski said he gets complaints from agencies, communities and the occasional anonymous phone call to investigate
areas that are contaminated.
"We investigate and make a
decision if it is dangerous."
Ziarkowski said. Ziarkowski's job
also includes balancing industry
and the public. He said he has to
"mediate and solve problems."
"We have to be able to do toxicology, public relations, geology
and chemistry," Ziarkowski said.
In his free time he plays golf,
cross country skis, hikes and fishes — all outdoor stuff, he admits.
He balances that with his family
and working.
Ziarkowski said he would tell
those interested in the field to get
an internship and find out "what
type of work people do. Get an idea
of what a job is," Ziarkowski said.

^JLPwAs$4?9
SUNDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Chicken*
$4.99
MONDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Beef • Pork • Chicken* • Ribs

$5.99

$5.99

TUESDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Pork
$5.99
WEDNESDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Chicken*
$4.99
THURSDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

Bar-B-Q Ribs

You must have been a beautiful baby
'cause, baby, look at you now!

Jennifer
Binggeli

Elizabeth
Ashley

Rione
Stiltner

INSTANT CARE CENTER
648 University Shopping Confer • Richmond. KV40475
(606)623-1950 • (606) 623-0619 (fax)

Walk-In Medical Care Facility
Services include:
• Medical Treatment and Minor Injury Care of adults
and children over two years of age
• Physicals - School, Sports or Insurance
• Laboratory and X-ray Services

n
Angi
Elkins

Britney
McDonough

SATURDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Pork
$5.99
'All while meat, add $1.
No Doggie Bags, Pleaae.
1001 Center Drive,
(US 25 South)
Richmond, KV
606-624-449S
Go.'EKU
L Colon «ls/.

Amie
Bowman

Amy
Jones

Dawn
Bruce

Lindsay
Scherr

Adelia
Stillwell

H
Leigh Ann
Phillips

Madison
• » ■

Unwcw, Showxng

!

Wfr Welcome EKU Students, Staff and Faculty
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i

623 - 9720

Progress

Leah
Ferguson

NEED EXTRA CASH
FOR YOUR SUMMER

VACATION??
Let Sera-Tec help put some
extra cash in your pail.
Donate life saving plasma and
help us help others.
Call for more information.

117 Donovan Annex 622-1881

BreaKfasl
Hot Biscuits & Gravy
Lunch
Your favorite
Brazier Burgers,
Chicken sandwiches
& Hot Dogs
any way you like 'em!

Dairy
Queen

WE ALWAYS
Have your favorite
Blizzards
Banana Splits
Sundaes

& Delicious
TREATS

We Support the
Eastern Colonels!
dtp ir»s coupon

Dairy
Queen

Save 50c on a
Banana Split/
Peanut Buster
Parfait

Good lot up lo 4 persons per visn Not valid with any other Oder

Monday - Saturday
8:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
• MasterCard • Insurance

t

-wVTht* Eastern

Locate* next to »—n

VIM

Steve tells it like
it is, "Hey this
foods better
than the stuff
we made in
reform school."

152 N Madison Ave.

624-9815

Cash ■ Check •

$6.99

FRIDAY: ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Bar-B-Q Pork
$5.99

Qjang^atuiationA,
&UGauga&

$6.99

$4.99

Big Hill Avenue
624-0481

292 S. Second Street
624-9815 for office hours

EARN CASH TODAY!!
I

131 N. Keeneland Dr.
623-3625

Locally owned and operated
>
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Free Food!
All students are invited
to lunch
at First United Methodist

Lewis Radonovich

Elise Jorgens

Dean, college of arts and sciences

Dean, college of arts and sciences

University of North Florida

Western Michigan University

W^

Church

lradonov@unf.edu

eliseJorgans®wniich.edu

k^
^1

on Sunday, May 2
following the 10:50 a.m.
service
Questions? Call 623-3580

Bio Info

May 3 schedule

Bio info

May 5 schedule

■ Born: Jury 2. 1944
■ Education: B.A. from Thiel
Collage, Greenville, Perm.,
1966.
Ph.D. in physical chemistry,
1970. Wayne Stale
University, Detroit.
■ Experience: 10/93-present, dean, college of arts
and sciences, University of
North Florida; 8/91-9/93,
professor and chair of
chemistry department and
associate dean, University
of North Dakota
■ Spaclalty:lnorganic and
physical chemistry
■ Hobbles: Boating, woodworking, and listening to
music, hasn't had time to
fish lately

8-9:15 a.m. Breakfast with
Administrative Council,
Board of Regents Dining
Room.
9:30-11:30 a.m. Meet with
Council of Deans, Robert
R. Martin Room.
Noon -1:15 p.m. Lunch with
search committee and
Faculty Senate Executive
Committee, Board of
Regents Dining Room.
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. Open forum
with students, faculty and
staff, Rowlett 301.
3:15 -4:30 p.m. Meet with
departmental chairs and
academic affairs directors,
Kennamer Room.
4:45 p.m. Meet with President
Kustra.

■ Born: Nov. 15.1943
■ Education: B.A. in English
literature, Carteton College,
Minn., 1965.
Ph.D. in musicology, City
University of New York,
1975.
■ Experience: 1/97-present,
dean, college of arts and
sciences. Western
Michigan University, 1977,
lecturer, Resident
Associates Program,
Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, DC; 1976.
lecturer, department of
music, University of
Maryland
■ Specialty: music
■ Hobbles: singing, gardening and water sports

8 - 9:15 a.m. Breakfast with
Administrative Council,
Board of Regents Dining
Room
9:30 -11:30 a.m. Meet with
Council of Deans, Robert
R. Martin room.
Noon -1:15 p.m. Lunch with
search committee and
Faculty Senate Executive
Committee, Board of
Regents Dining Room.
1:30-2:45 p.m. Meet with
departmental chairs and
academic affairs directors,
Kennamer Room.
3:00 - 4:30 p.m. Open forum
with students, facutly and
staff, Rowlett 301.
5:30 p.m. Meet with President
Kustra

Search: Three finalists for
VP spot begin visits Sunday
From the front

'There was information there that
indicated it was a dynamic institution
that had a very strong commitment
to quality," Radonovich said.
Radonovich has been dean of
the college of arts and sciences for
almost six years, which makes up
53 percent of the university, he
said. He also served the University
of North Dakota for 20 years.
The biggest challenge the new
officer will face is the reorganization
of Eastern's nine colleges into five.
Radonovich said he agrees
with Kustra's decision.
T said the same thing to the
(search) committee," he said. "I
told them, 'My position takes up
four of your deans.'
"In logic, there is not a good
understanding of what higher education is about. Reorganization
allows one to begin to change in
that direction and make the public
aware of what is most important and
what to preserve. When you reorganize, you begin to deal with those
problems and generate a better
understanding," Radonovich said.

Elise Jorgens

Elise Jorgens, dean of the college of arts and sciences at
Western Michigan University, will
visit campus Tuesday and
Wednesday. Jorgens has been in
higher education since 1976.
Jorgens said she is looking forward to her visit to campus and is
highly interested in the position.
Jorgens said her work in the
dean's office over the past seven
years has prepared her for this
type of office. She also agrees
with the reorganization.
"You have to get into a situation and see what the issues have

been, but it is generally not a bad
idea to see what individual units
are not necessary," she said.
Jorgens also understands she
would be working with faculty
who are not sure how they feel
about the reorganization.
"There is always controversy
over that kind of change because
they are accustomed to the organization they have had and it represents a different way to look at
things." she said.

Frederick L. K.tterle
Frederick Kitterle is the dean
of the college of liberal arts and
sciences at Northern Illinois
University. He will visit campus
May 6 and 7.
Kitterle has been in higher
education since 1971 and has been
at several universities. He said he
was impressed with Kentucky
when he came for his interview
with the search committee.
Although Kitterle has not visited Eastern's campus, he said he
saw it on the Internet while
checking up on what other universities in the nation were doing in
their psychology departments
when he was department chair.
He was very impressed.
"Eastern is an institution which
is really on the verge of becoming
the real leader in the state with
the new president and new ideas,"
Kitterle said.
Kitterle said he could bring experience in working with certain problems. His college of liberal arts and
sciences represents over half the
population of the entire university.
Kitterle said his father once
had a saying he would use to
describe the reorganization.
"■You can't drive into the future
looking through the rear view mir-

Add a Little Attitude to Your Style

UTUP5

! $3 off a full set of nails
shampoo and cut, or"
!shampoo, cut and style.!
Selected products
2 for $10. c
!

!_ Bringjn this_coupon

„iiL---9 1

Cal'tor'an appointment. '

Carriage Gate Shopping Center FREE! **&*,
837 Eastern By-Pass
Cw -o**
v
Richmond, KY
co*

Now serving your Favorite Draft Beers!
Happy Hour 4-7_pm

Now is the time to plan your future career!
Job applicants who have the ability to sell
themselves are the ones who receive the
best job offers. Become a great salesperson
and gain valuable sales experience so you
will be the one ready for those job
interviews.

Fred Kitterle
Dean, college of arts and sciences
Northern Illinois University
fkltterle@niv.edu

Bio info

May 7 schedule

■ Born: Dec. 10,1942
■ Education: A.B. in mathematics, Merrimack College,
North Andover, 1961; M.A.
in guidance and counseling. Assumption College,
1967; Ph.D. in experimental psychology, University
of Massachusetts, 1971
■ Experience: 1995-present,
dean, college of liberal arts
and sciences, Northern L
Illinois University; 1992-95,
dean, college of liberal arts,
Stephen F. Austin State
University; 1984-91, chairman, department of psychology, University of
Toledo
■ Specialty: psychology
■ Hobbies: play rackelball.
run and read

8-9:15 a.m. Breakfast with
Administrative Council,
Board of Regents Dining
Room
9:30 -11:30 a.m. Meet with
Council of Deans, Robert
R. Martin room.
Noon -1:15 p.m. Lunch with
search committee and
Faculty Senate Executive
Committee. Board of
Regents Dining Room.
1:30-2:45 p.m. Meet with
departmental chairs and
academic affairs directors,
Kennamer Room.
3:00 - 4:30 p.m. Open forum
with students, facutly and
staff, Rowlett 301.
5:30 p.m. Meet with President
Kustra.

ror,' he would tell me," Kitterle said.
He feels the same way about
bringing together disciplines.
"Change is always looked at in
two ways — as a threat and as an
opportunity. When you bring them
all together under one roof, you
create terrific opportunity." he said.

will not send a recommendation to
Kustra, but that he would make
the decision on his own of who
will fill the position.
"The search committee's job,
other than helping with the linguistics of next week's visits, is
done," Whitlock said.
After the decision is made, the
new provost and vice president of
academic affairs will come to campus as soon as he or she can work
out a schedule.

Committ*

Job

now over
Whitlock said the committee

Work just a few hours a week selling
Lexington Herald-Leader newspaper
subscriptions door to door in Lexington
neighborhoods! Must have reliable
transportation. For first consideration,
call 231-3431.
Credit Union Members:
Vacation On Us...
Win 4 days/ 3 nights
To qualify, choose one of the options below:
Finance a New Car Loan for $7,500. Or more
Current New Auto Loans:
36 months - 7.50% APR*
42 months - 8.25% APR4
60 months - 8.50% APR*
A used Car loan for $7,500 or more
CALL FOR CURRENT RATES.
Depends on year of car. Open a share certificate.
12,18 or 24 Month - $7,500 or more
(Call for current rates) This is for a limited time.
Finance a car loan or open a share certificate. And your name
will automatically go in for the drawing. (Share Certificates
must be purchased with New Money). Refinancing of existing
Credit Union loans does not apply. Promotion will run from
May 1, through May 31, 1999. A TYPICAL VACATION
INCLUDES: Trips are good for a period of one year. The
packages are fully transferable, Transportation not included. A
nominal surcharge may apply during Peak season. Other
restrictions may apply.

v^

Considering Abortion?
Your health and safety are important to us!
Free pregnancy test with immediate results
Confidential Services - woman-to-woman
Tuesday and Wednesday 9-4
Thursday 9-12

■

Fort Knox Mini Storage
M

m

EKU Student Summer Storage Specials
As low as ^OU while they last!

for the entire summer break
Call now to reserve your
personal mini storage space.

Located at the corner of 3rd and Water, Richmond

624-3942

623-5770

Call us, we want to help!

623-5201
Richmond

3rd Street

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALIZING IN JAPANESE

Main Street c^n

Oil changes, repair oil leaks, heating & cooling problems, brakes, shocks,
tune-ups. electrical repair

Chevron

et the5*

Scoop

BIG LOUS
SHEAR PERFORMANCE
127 S. Estill Ave. Richmond, KY 625-1153

Tin* lainBait l»ol«»
& Tackle

HELP
I NEED SOMEBODY

Madison
Garaen
Now accepting applications for all positions.
Apply in person.
152 N Madison Ave.

Lures
Live Bait
Line Archery
Black Powder

Buy any TCBY Treat
and get a second
treat for FREE.
Expires 5-9-99

Home of the Best Sandwiches
in Richmond!
Buy any 8"
Grinder, Get
the Second 8"
Pizza Grinder

Possible $20 per hour

.206 South Third Street (next to The Little House and Vicious Cycler

421 West Main Street
Richmond, KY 40475

11
A

"TCBV'fPeate
i

964 Commercial Drive
Richmond, KY 40475
(606) 623-8651
(606) 623-1330

623 - 9720

Looking for a job?
Check out our
classifieds on
page A4
fvhe
The liasu
Eastern

Prog~._
res§
117 Donovan Annex 622-1881

Graduation '99
The Eastern Progress

Approach
goals as
fun, not
as chores
I graduate May 8. That's in 12
days, but you probably wouldn't know it if you looked at me.
Instead of wearing the I-don'tcare-what-you-do-or-say-to-me
smile of a graduating senior, I'm
wearing the oh-my-gosh-I-have-amillion-things-to-do-before-I-graduate look.
I'm frazzled, overworked, anxious, worried, nervous, relieved,
exhausted, confused, crazy and
just plain loopy
at times.
I truly feel
sometimes!
have lost my
mind and yet
somehow I manage to look like
I'm keeping it
together.
ALYSSA
Going from
class to class,
BRAMLAGE
Seven It One
interview to
interview and
eaeaeeseeae)
meeting to
meeting, students very easily lose
sight of the real reason for being
in college — I know I did.
I ran around campus for four
years, managed to maintain a
decent grade point average, worked
for the school newspaper and had
some semblance of a social life —
all the while not having it register
what I was truly trying to do.
My ultimate goal when I started here at Eastern was to become
an expert in my chosen field, journalism, to make new friends, to
engage in whole new experiences
and to open my mind to all the
possibilities the world had to offer.
And though I didn't realize it
while it was happening, I managed to meet my goal.
It amazes me when I look back
on my time here at all the things I
have done, all the people I have
met and all the places I have
been. And maybe that's the way
to approach something.
Meeting your goals while not
realizing it as a chore, by looking
at it as something fun and a part
of your existence is the way to do
it, in my opinion.
It keeps you from looking at
your goals as a list of things to do
or chores to complete before you
die. I guess it keeps you from
going insane with responsibilities
and things to accomplish.
And today, I finally realized how
I manage to keep from going completely insane from the workload
and pressure of working full-time
(because let's face it, being editor of
The Eastern Progress is a full-time
job) and being a full-time student
It's all of the people I work with
everyday who have made these
past four years a true adventure.

Thanks for the sanity
Don Knight, the managing editor of the Progress, has been a
great friend to me and has helped
me when I needed it most I don't
know what I would have done this
semester if I didn't have him to
yell at photographers, call late
staff writers and write the shortest
editorials I have seen since Brian
Simms wrote them last semester.
Dena Tackett, news editor this
semester, has handled her position and her news team with
grace and tact. She has done a
superb job and has made my job
much easier.
Brian Simms, visual editor, has
managed to make our paper look
great even though the editor
(me) is a no-talent hack. Thank
you for your expertise and your
generosity. You didn't have to
come back this semester, but I
am so glad you did.
Lee Potter, ad manager, was a
true blessing when it came to
designing this paper. She is truly
gifted when it comes to placing
ads where they need to go and
making this paper more about
news than earning money.
Andrea DeCamp and Shannon
Lewis, copy editors, may have
taken their sweet time reading
stories, but they made sure it was
right and that we didn't get sued
for something we printed.
And to all the other staff members who gave their time so generously to make sure the
Progress looked good, sounded
good and read well — thank you.
I enjoyed working here and getting to know all of you. My life is
richer for having known everyone
who passed through this office.
You made my job easier and the
Progress better.
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Tassel Toppers

From left:
Seniors Erica
Brown, Daniel
Hill, Jennifer
Binggeli, Gordon
Elmore, Jenny
Clark and Becca
Houghtaling were
all top graduates
from their colleges Other top
graduates not pictured are Luke
McGuffey,
Jennifer Hale and
Kenny Holbert

Photo Illustration by Andrew Patterson, Brian Simms/Progress

Eastern's top graduates preparing for future
Bv HKHAB. Bov
Staff writer

Every year, honors are given
to the top nine seniors from
each Eastern college. And
this will be the last time nine
are picked, as next year that
number will fall to five. These students
don't have to worry about it though.
They are preparing for their future and
here is how some of them got to where
they are now.
Collage of art.
and humanities
Erica Brown admits she will be
missing a lot when she leaves Eastern

— community, friends, teachers and
something else.
"I am really sad to be leaving the
security of college," Brown said. "It
has been so much fun."
Brown, a music education major
from Wheelersburg, Ohio, started
playing piano at age 7, which led to her
involvement with choirs during her
school years. It was during that time
Brown decided what she wanted to do
with her life.
Her decision was to teach children
in grades K-6 and introduce them to
different cultures and general music.
"Expose them to whatever you
can," Brown said.
Brown began student teaching this

m

semester at Kit Carson Elementary
School. She is vice president of the
statewide
Musical
Education
Association and a member of both
Golden Key Honor Society and
Residence Hall Association.
After college, Brown plans to start
teaching. She is also considering graduate school.
College of business
In 1997, a fire destroyed Jennifer
Binggeli's home. But that incident
didn't stop Binggeli from achieving
her goals.
"It was a very tragic time," Binggeli
said. "Our family pulled through with a lot
of help. It made me a stronger person."

raduation Locations
BrockO

AuditoriumD

10a.m.D
Education!]
3p.m.D

■ BustntssQ J j

Binggeli, a Richmond native and
health care administration major,
admits she was surprised when she
was picked as the top senior. It was an
honor, but she didn't realize how big it
was until several of her professors congratulated her, she said.
Binggeli is president of the Chi
Omega sorority, a member of student
senate and president of the local student chapter of American College of
Health Care Administrators. She
picked her field because she wanted to
help people in her own way.
"I wanted to do something in the
health care field," Binggeli said. "I
See Toppers/Page B4

Former Chicago
Tribune editor will
speak at ceremony
adviser and campaign spokesperson.
Spring graduation commenceSquires ran Perot's campaign
ment ceremonies at Roy Kidd from his farm in Versailles.
Stadium will look a little different
"I usually talk about what they
this year. It won't just be a bunch can expect from life in the new
of excited students waiting not- millennium and about their opporso-patiently
tunities
and
in funny hats
experiences,"
for a rolled
Spring Graduation
Squires said.
up piece of
Squires is the
When
i
30
p.m.
paper.
author of The
There will
Corporate
■: Roy Kidd Stadium
also be a
Takeover
of
famous guest
America's
speaker and
Newspapers," a
a recipient of Eastern's honorary book about the life of a journalist.
degree.
Cecil Kurrick of Bowling
Guest speaker James Squires Green will also be at Eastern's
has spoken in front of large audi- graduation.
ences before, not only with his
He will receive the Doctor of
voice but also with his writing.
Letters, an honorary degree
As former editor of the from Eastern.
Chicago
Tribune,
Squires
Kurrick is a renowned comreached a large audience. He poser of bands and a music band
was also Ross Perot's media director.
BY JAIME HOWARD, ANOREA DECAMP

M
Campbell D
Butldir "
3p.m.C
ArtsandG
Humenrtie*
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► Movies
'RICHMOND MALL S
mm fcgfaj roamj
Itfla Hand (R)" 12:50. 2:55. 5. 7:30. 9:50
Entrapm*nt(PGI3|" 115. 4:35. 7 05. 9:45
LH.<R)" 1.10. 4 45. 7 20. 9:55
Lo«l S Found (PO-13)" 12 25. 2 45. 5 10.
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7:35. 10:05
Puahinj Tin (R)" 1 05. 4 25, 7:05. 9 40
Th. Matrix (R) 1. 4 30. 7 15. 10
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Pops concert
showcases past
pop music hits

PROGRESS

Spring is one of the most
beautiful times of the
year in Kentucky and the
Richmond Choral Society
under the direction of Donald
Donaldson will celebrate the
season with their annual pops
concert, "America in
Springtime." The production
starts at 3 p.m. Sunday in
Gifford Theatre, Campbell
Building.
The program will include a
variety of familiar American
tunes from Broadway
favorites, Shaker music, patriotic songs, and Gospel music.
All tickets are $6 and are
available from members of the
Choral Society or at the door.
Children under 12 get in free.

Final
Schedule
Monday, May 3
8-10 am. — MAT 107.12* ENG
090.095
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. —
10.30 a.m. MWF classes
1-3 pm. —CHE 112,362; MAT

TODAY
■ 3 p.m. Open house for the
new Adult Education Center.
Room 229. Perkins Building
■ 4:30 p.m. Fall '99 campuswide room changes end.
Housing office, Jones Building
■ 6:30 p.m. Spanish
Conversation Group meeting,
Rio Grande Mexican restaurant
■ 7:30 p.m. Philosophy Club
last meeting and discussion,
guest speaker William Jones,

■ 8 p.m. University
Symphony Orchestra, Brock
Auditorium

FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY

■ 10 a.m. "Anger and
Healthy Ways of Dealing with
Anger," presented by the staff
of Eastern Counseling Center,
Kennamer Room, Powell
Building

■ 4:30 p.m. Remembrance
ceremony for Eastern faculty
and students who have died
this school year, Meditation
Chapel, Powell Plaza

PC Systems

Founded in 1984.
Richmond's Oldest
Computer Store
PC Systems Is Your
Complete Source For:
Hard Olivet
Floppy Drives
CD-ROM's
Memory
Modems
Tape Dnves
Motherboards
Video Cards
Network Adapters
Software. Cables
A More
Authorized Dealer For:

Intel
LEXMARK.

SATURDAY

TII ■■day, May 4
810 «.m. — SsmTBFdssses
10:30a.m.-12:30 p.m. —
10:30 a-m.TRF classes
1-3 p.m. — 1 p.m. TRF classes
3e30*30 pjn. — 330 pm TRF

Intel rama* II ISOMHi Procaaaur
with MMX"< TackaolofD
•If
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lUl't v> "
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or harvested "
'Mmi lower or DcaktopCaec
* "Nothing is more important than a
Iniem.l S«* VoKaVTea/Modeaa
•104 Keyboard •Movae* Pad
satisfied customer I real him Wrong and
•< .ermine SouadBlaalcr PCI 121 Audio
he will holler all over the country Treat
Inicmal 40i CtVROM Dme
him fair and he will bnng you more
Stereo Speaker.
customers than you can shake a stick ai."
Software (Hlea lacladmg
4 "Always deal with things like they are,
Microeon* Wiadowi 9»
not like they aren't or should be."
McAfee VirueScan
5 "If a feller says 'It isn't the money, it's the 'MKroaoft Home Productivity Pack
ft^l.M«(|l*aiiri,i«i«
h Iipiui
principal of the thing.'. you can bet your
1

"Don't ever tell anyone anything that

life it's the money *

WtsdriMday, May 5
8-10 am.— 8am MWF chases
10:30-12:30 p.m. — PHY
121; MAT 095
1-3 p.m — lpmMWFdasses
330*30 pm—ACC 201,202
6-8 p.m. — 6 pm Wednesday

Body Wrap

$1,239.

$1,799.

SSI.OOpermo.-*

$73.00 per mo."

■NOVELL
CREATIVE
■Mai. C mJlvc la** SnwMl ■!■■
•aVraann. l«-«t K'am NawM
A M. Alt* a>, ail rfaptjKrml llstmilaTllJ
All price* av»d •pcKificattona arc
twbffBCl to chaTJkfC. aiailahlity m
ajapUablc sales lax

•Founded in 1984. our company is stable, our products are reliable & our prices are competitive.
•Local technical support -Kast reliable honest service 'Excellent reputation for expert advice
•One business day turnaround on warranty repairs or loaner.
•Free installation on hardware upgrades purchased from PC Systems (S60/hr. value)
•Our computers are custom built & serviced in Richmond. Our computers use standard parts.
•PC Systems of Kentucky is part of a national chain of computer stares.
•90 days interest free financing available (on approved credit).
So What Are You Waiting For? Slop By And Check Out The PC Systems Difference!

461 Eastern By-Pass'Shopper's Village'Richmond, KY«(606)624-5000

EXTENDING DELIVERY HOURS

Thr wtighl lots pro/enionalt
630 Big Hill Avanu* Suit* f3

623-4400
MTWF7:45am to6p.m.Sat. 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Closed Thurs
•Luncti break everyday 3-3:30 pm.

Madison
Garaen
V-*i * ■ a e a i t i

152 N Madison Ave.

623 - 9720

The Tanning

Salon
BRAND NEW BII.BS
30 minute beds
Single Visits $4.00
10 Visits $30.00
15 Visits $37.50
20 Visits $40.00
S3 off an) pac
with EKU ID

'

624-2414

1

Mon. - Sal. 9 a.m. • 8 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Southern Hills Plaza
976 Commercial Drive
Richmond. KY 40475

A Kentucky.com affiliate

I I I I
I " " "

RO/I nnCC
b^4-UUbb

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. |
Sunday 12:30 p.m.-6 p.m.

Walk-ins welcome

► AD INDEX
Air rterce ItOTC AS
Alpha Delia Pi B4
Alpha Omicron Pi B7
Apollo 9 B7
Amoru lack 4 A10
n.,ii.«i-AH

Credit UMon A10
CutupaAlO
Dairy Quean A*
Diet Center *2
Dr DowmngM
EKU Bcokatore AS. A7
Pint Gear A4
Rrat United Methodtat Aid
Food Service. Bt
Fort Knoa Storace A10
Gift Rot AS
Gulden Mannaquui A3

Located on the corner of Second and Water Streets.

from
Everyone
at...

Diet
Center®

Cracker Barrel A4

during the Weekend and Finals Week

.*£•

<& Off

PRODUCTS ARE
BUY ONE, GET ONE
AT 50% OFF.

Brttny Bay AS
Bntton Auko A4
Cam Pole A10
Camp Pirkewood A4
Captain Da B5
Check Eichanae BS
Chi Omega A9
Church Directory A7
Computren loaiaoca A4

3UBUJSW* is
For YOU r>iN-ivjii-BM

George
Duvall

ReGIS

-bnel Pentiuee* III 450MHi I
wiik MMX Tecaaotoar
•IT-SrC4Cihi ItiiiKli-Ma>
(131* Viewable Area)
■lOCiB Hard Drive -«MB AUP Video
•44MB RAM I- .pander* 10 7*1 MB
•Mail Tower or Deaklop Caae
■laleraal 54a VoKe/Fai/Modaai*
•104 Keyboard -Monet a Pad
-Genuine SouadBlaucr Kl 12» Audio
-Internal *0i CD-ROM Dn»e
•Sicreo Speaker.
'Software Title* lacludma
•Miironon Window! •»
•McAfee VinuScaa
■MKroaofl Work. SuMe t»
(Work. Wont Moae, t.tu-i. ( .!»«*
SIMM OnakK* nreenaennbeeaia Strtett)

Why Customers Buy Computers From PC Systems

-fe.

Thursday, May 6
8-10:30 a.m. — 9:15 a.m.
TRF classes
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. —
11:45 am. TRF classes
1-3 pm- 2:15pm TRF dasses
3-30*30 (us. — 445 pm TRF
dasses
Friday, May 7
8-10:30 a.m. — 9:15 a.m.
MWF classes
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. —•
H:45 am. MWF classes
3 p.m. — 2:15 pm MWF dames
3:30-5:30 pan. — 4:45 pm
MWF dasses
Sataaday,May8
ftlS-l 1:45 am, —AH

2 Yaar Warranty on CPU £ 3 Year Warranty on Monitor

~W*m, e*r«— a.
•MM Aim an« ipaa

Congratulations

f>8 pan.— 6pm Tuesday daises

IM-I5II

PdJ50IMI

Theaa movi* tlmM w\9 bagln on Friday 4/30. Bo*
office opana at 4.1S p.m. on Frl. 4/30 and Mon. Thura. 1/3 5/« Open all day Saturday and
Sunday 5/1- S/3."No paaaaa or aupanuvar*.

classes

Local Internet Service Provider http://wwrw.pceyetema.net

Our Keys to Success

Doug* First Movi* (O) 115, 5 20

MWF classes
6-8 p.m. — 6 p.m. Monday

SET-N-ME FREE

"We Have Seen The Future, And It Works!"

4 55, 7:25. 9:45

090
3:30-5:30 p.m. — 3:30 p.m.

classes

Adams Room, Wallace
Building
■ 8 p.m. Single Reed Recital,
Gifford Theatre. Campbell
Building
■ 8 p.m. Faculty Brass
Quintet, Brock Auditorium

Tan Thing* I Hat* About You (PG-13) 3 05.
5:20. 7:45. 9:55
N*v*f Bm Kl(**d (PG-13) 12:15. 2:35.

Richmond Mall

V_

*>»W,

For the
special events in
your life...
Graduation

Herald leader AI0
Home rin Ice A«
ICC A*
Kappa Delia A9
KinderCare A«

DON'T FREAK DURING
FINALS WEEK.
■roi.nsi.'Hs ',;,
STUDY TIPS
a Don't CRAM Break your studying
into time blocks. • Study hardest
material first.
a Take a 15 minute break for every
hour of studying
a Eliminate distractions, such as
radio or television,
a Study before you go to sleep
a Rewnte notes or make summaries
• Have a distinct place to study
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MallMovieaR
Merle Norman B2
O fcley • BJ, BS
PCSv.tem.B2
Peidmont Healthcare B7
PHCAI0

Picture Perfect AS
»>«»lB2
Sera Tec A*. B3

SkydivinfM
SonttyaOQA*
SMC AH
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Great Gifts from...

Merle Norman Cosmetics & Gifts
Carriage Gate Shopping Center • 839 EKU
Richmond, Kentucky • 624-9825

Bypass;

Tam>ngS*kinK

■ MINKS 7~TMT!T

> cHim ;

•xdudaa Varaa Bradley A Mart* Norman

St Imeph'iAt
Sobw*. 92
Sutler* M

SOUA _,

20 % Discount
all gift items

Pink FlamieajoBS

Recordamrih B3

»«»K !"•! DU Ml M.AOl.
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MT.MH.UX
STTJU. » i nt i
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Ki Connect B2.M
Unena * Gifta B4
Madaon GHden A*. A10. B2
Main Street Chevron AI0

-

lP£S$on< $#

LAKI-.J:

Town rrupa? rtin A4
UBS A3
Uruvermy Cinema. B3
Vinoent Fitter A4
W.I Mart Photo A*
Wiie Auto B"

Hrs. Mon.-Sat.
10:00-7:00

Free Gift
Wrapping
-

Arts
Paul Fletcher, editor
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Senior Style
Three graduating seniors will be showcasing their artistic
talents in Giles Gallery through May 7. The works mostly
entail painting, printmaking and graphic design.

Easter
Lance Easter is a
design major from
Irvine. After graduation, Easter plans to further his career in the
design industry as a freelance designer with a
focus on illustration of
children's books. Easter is
pictured at right with an
example of his design
work involving children's
books.

GIL€S
GALLERY

Amicheli Castillo is a
design major from
Richmond. Castillo
plans to enter the graphic
design industry after graduation. Her work is of a
contemporary nature and
showcases her ability to
communicate ideas using
a diverse blend of visual
elements. Castillo is pictured at right with an
example of her work.
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Students to present examples of
their work, interact with authors
who has published several collections of poetry. Stephenson is a
professor at the University of
Students get the chance to let
North Carolina at Pembroke and
their creative writing talents flow
has edited the Pembroke
this summer.
Magazine for the past 10 years.
Creative Writing Workshop.
Phillip St. Clair is the humaniENG 503/703, is a class offered ties chair at Ashland Community
during the summer at Eastern. It
College in Ashland. St. Clair has
is a one-hour credit course that
published four books of poetry.
lasts for one week in June.
Three of the books are collecThe class, also known as the tions of his poetry and the fourth
Creative Writing Conference, is from other poets. He received a
offers students who are interest- $5,000 fellowship from the
ed in writing a chance to learn
Kentucky Arts Council. He has
skill-building techniques from also received awards from the
published authors as well as National Endowment of the Arts.
from teachers in Eastern's
Students can sign up for the
English
class through
department.
the
Colonel
"The conferConnection by
ence is a way to
looking in the
help
people
summer school
increase writing
schedule book.
WtlMl:
1-9
p.m.
June
14-17
skills in poetry
or students can
and fiction writ9 a.m.- noon June 18
contact Brown
ing," said Harry
MOT* Call conference direcat
622-3187.
Brown, director
Students of all
tor
Harry
Brown
at
622-3187
of the conferages can attend.
ence.
"The ages
Students
vary." Brown
participating in
said. "Sometimes there are one or
the conference will submit some two high school students attendof their own work whether it be
ing the conference and someshort stories, poetry, novels, song times there are retirees involved
lyrics or scripts for plays.
who have extra time to do things
Students get to eat lunch with
they've always wanted to do."
a featured author to allow them to
The conference lasts from 1 to 9
get to know the author on a perp.m. Monday through Thursday
sonal basis.
and from 9 a.m. until noon Friday.
After lunch the author teaches
In a related note, two Eastern
two one-hour workshops where English professors have a story
he or she discusses three to four in Ellery Queen's Mystery
pieces of work students have writ- Magazine.
ten. The writer of the piece then
Charlie Sweet and Hal Blythe
gets to discuss it with the author. have been publishing in the magaAfter the workshop students eat
zine for 21 years. They use the
dinner with the author, who later pen name of Hal Charles when
gives a public reading.
they write.
Three writers will be featured
The current story is titled
at the conference this summer.
"Sharper Than a Serpent's
Gwyn Rubio from Berea pub- Tooth." and is set at Tilgham
lished her first novel "Icy College, which is a fictional verSparks." which Brown said
sion of Eastern. The story conreceived good reviews.
tains many other references to
Shelby Stephenson is a poet* Eastern as well.
BY CRYSTAL MANGUM

Staff writer

■

EXHIBITIONS

Northern

Sleuthing abilities
can be tested during
White Hall production
The two grand prizes are
weekend trips to Kentucky state
White Hall State Historic Site,
resort parks. Smaller prizes will
in conjunction with the theatre also be awarded, and refreshtroop Mysteries of Historic ments will be served.
Proportions, will perform a
Mysteries
of
Historic
script based
Propor t ions
on
actual
includes
events involvEastern theing past resiatre students
dents of the
and alumni.
White
Hall
The
troop is
mansion.
When: 7 and 9 p.m. May 14-15
the brainchild
The perforWll«r« White Hall State
of
Eastern
mance is intertheatre profesactive between
Historic Site
sor Jeffery
actors
and
Tlck«tS: $20. Call 623-9178
Boord-Uill
guests. Guests
and
White
will be asked
Hall
park
to solve
a
manager Judy Cook. Boord-Dill
crime committed while they are
present.
also writes and directs the mysteries.
They will be introduced to several suspects, and must move
The performance will run at 7
throughout the mansion gatherand 9 p.m. May 14 and 15. Tickets
ing clues. After gathering clues are $20 each and are limited to 40
and interrogating suspects, persons for each performance.
guests will be asked to write
For more information or to
down their solution to the crime.
reserve tickets, call 623-9178.
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Louie Northern is a
painting major from
Three Links.
Northern hopes to break
into the industry as a professional painter.
Northern's painting and
print work is symbolic of
rural eastern Kentucky life.
His work includes images
of farming activities and
animals, as shown at right.

'A Duel Purpose at
White Hall'

Photos by Andiew PattersorVProgfess

* WE PAY CASH FOR * Had MONO f^
Recently? -%\\. **

YOUR USED CDs & TAPES
TAPE = $3]

*r,oro your music matters
- Since 1978

m

_

recordsmith
623-5058 EKU BY-PASS ACROSS FROM PIZZA HOT

<

Conference to
feature regional,
national writers

Creative Writing
Conference

Castillo

[TOP VALUE: C D = $ 6

B3

Sick of being sick?
A7
This will make you feel bettery
If you've had mono in the last
30 days, you could get
$50 ^or donating plasma.

PRE-PATO

PHONE CARDS

•

Call 624-9815

PHtlk

Or Stop by
292 South
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS second st

1

PER MINUTE
6I2

Eastern Bypass
Richmond. KY 40475

CcuiLLUbGCar Wash
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en as a c
watch
Roadrunner and Wile E. Coyote, you realize that
they can do things. Things you can't do in our
universe, it cf
f work like in the cartoons/'

LINENS & GIFTS
Open for Business Monday thru Sat. 10 -7

Qumtty Marcnancfse mt Affonlmbto Priema

Gordon Elmore

Gifts for all Occasions
Invitation*. B. AoowoftM.rwt Qtft Vvnap

Toppers: Eastern's top grads taking charge
From B1

dents who grew up on Bugs.
informed that she had been
Elmore was able to choose his picked as the top senior in her college, she was excited about the
career path by watching the aniCollege of health,
honor.
mated characters.
physical education,
"I
wasn't
expecting
it,"
"When as a child you watch
recreation and athletics Bugs Bunny, Road Runner and Wile Houghtaling said. "A lot of people
Daniel Hill calls his the old typ- E. Coyote, you realize that they can work hard. If you award only one
ical story. An athlete recovers do things," Elmore said. Things person, that person represents
those who work hard. That feels
from an injury and that starts him you can't do in our universe. It don't
good to know."
work like in the cartoons."
on the path of helping others. That
Houghtaling, a history major
Elmore, a physics major, came
is what Hill has decided to do.
Hill, a former linebacker for to Eastern after an interesting from Grand Rapids. Mich., came
early life. He had to drop out of to Eastern originally as a fire and
Washington County High School
high school in 1977. He then went safety engineering major. She is
in Springfield, was recovering
into the Air Force and spent years glad she changed her major and
from a shoulder injury when he
working corrections jobs in knows she made the right decimade up his mind to come to
sion.
Kentucky and California. Then he
Eastern and go into physical edu"I've enjoyed my time here at
had what he called an urge.
cation and athletic training.
Eastern," Houghtaling said. "I've
"It was time to do it," Elmore
"It really sparked my interest
said. "It was an urge; an itch to been thankful for all the opportuduring the summer of my freshnities I've had."
scratch."
man year," Hill said.
Along
with
academics,
Elmore always had a fascinaHill has worked at summer
Houghtaling is also in Golden
camps and as a lifeguard. This tion with the universe and how it
the
Honors
Program
work is what inspired his desire to works. It was this fascination that Key,
made him become a physics Advisory Council, Phi Alpha Theta
work with others. It also kept him
and the Kentucky Public Health
major.
in shape.
Association.
"I didn't really know what it
"You have to practice what you
She has applied for the Peace
(the fascination) meant," Elmore
preach," Hill said.
Corps
and after graduation wants
said.
"Later
on.
I
found
out
it
repHe swims, jogs and adheres to a
to
teach
English
overseas.
resented academics."
regular workout not only to help
himself, but also to prove to others
After graduation, Elmore plans Houghtaling said she is prepared
for what comes.
what can be done.
to go to graduate school and begin
"I am ready for the new intellecHis parents, whom he calls his teaching or working in a lab. He
tual challenges," Houghtaling said.
support group, help him make feels accomplishments aren't
always measured with grades.
many tough decisions.
Other top seniors
As for the future. Hill is debating
"What you have done in the
whether to go to graduate school
community is great award,"
at Eastern
or join the work force.
Elmore said. "Academics are O K
College of allied health and
"There are benefits for doing The best business practice is care nursing: Bradsfordville native
Luke McGuffey. McGuffey is a
both," Hill said. He feels people
about others."
should do what they want as long
He feels a person's goals nursing major with previous experience in the Navy.
as they are happy about it.
should be based on what he
College of applied arts and
"Just love what you're doing," wants, not on what someone else
technology: Jennifer Hale, an aviaHill said. "Put passion into it."
wants for him.
tion major from Lancaster. Hale's
"Don't listen to the people
mother is also attending Eastern
around
you,"
Elmore
said.
College of natural and
"Remember things don't come as a sociology major.
mathematical sciences easy."
College of law enforcement:
Like most children growing up,
Kenny Holbert from Richmond.
Gordon
Elmore
spent
his
Holbert stays busy alternating
College of social
Saturdays watching Bugs Bunny
work and school and spending
and the Roadrunner. But he difand behavioral sciences time with his wife and two chit
fers from most adult college stuWhen Becca Houghtaling was dren.

SALE 50% OFF
TOWELS AND
SHEETS

farther than genius." Clark said.

wouldn't be able to deal with
patients on a one-to-one basis, so
I decided to help in another
way."
But her education doesn't stop
there. Carrying a double major,
she will return in the fall to take
classes in pharmaceutical care
and go on to the University of
Kentucky pharmacy school. She
thanks her mom as a "big motivating factor. I look up to her. She
means the world to me."

College of education
Philpot native Jenny Clark said
the best way to succeed in school
and life is work hard and keep a
good attitude. And that is what she
has done since she came to Eastern.
Clark, who originally considered becoming an occupational
therapist, majored in education.
She felt working with young people was more to her liking.
"I just really enjoy working with
kids," Clark said.
She is moving into teaching
middle school students in science
and math.
"I really like the age group,"
Clark said. "It is a crucial age for
many."
In addition to working for her
degree, Clark is a member of
Golden Key, vice president of
Kappa Delta Phi, and a mission
coordinator for the Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship.
Clark said she will miss a lot
when she leaves Eastern, including one thing some fellow graduates won't.
"I've really enjoyed dorm life,"
Clark said. "Interacting with the
college crowd."
In the end, Clark feels she succeeded with sheer will and intellect.
"Determination can take you

Hitch a ride to Quackers on
the Pond!
Home cooked meals served
daily.
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Cohort must b» brought t, tor * to be vwtd
Not veld with other oftan fiphs Apri 30. WO

Congratulations
seniors! You will
be missed!
Melissa Turner
Veronica Hayes
Farrah Yount
Genny Gist
Lindsay Taylor
Jessica Lawhorn
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Janice Osborne
Ann Conely
Jennifer Ricked
Stephanie Hall
Melinda Onstad
Jaime Robinson

Love,
your
sisters

Of AAI1!

Intersession and
Summer Meal
Plan Prices
Intersession

Summer

10 meals
per week

$189

$377

14 meals
per week

$230

$460

19 meals
per week

$256

$512

$290

$580

19+
meals per
week

m
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Smm $K>M on sy/NWWm oftXor more.
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TOP FLOOR
WHERE THE
BEST MINDS
ON CAMPUS
MEET AND
EAT!!

Open
Mon. - I hur. 7am - 6pm
Fri. 7am 1:30pm
Phone #622-2187

Quackers on the Pond is located in
the Stratton Building,

Pnwel Cafeteri*
^u

Activities
Tonya Cambrel, editor

The Eastern Progress

Students
to get more
gym time,
equipment
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Training over the edge

BYSHAPMUJPS

Contributing writer

With the semester coming to
an end,the intramural office is
beginning to focus on the
changes taking place for next fall.
One of the program's biggest
changes is the reorganization
from the health and physical
department to student affairs.
This change will allow the office
to hire a full-time assistant to
devote more time on projects.
The quality of the program
will increase," said John Jewell,
the director of intramural programs. "The new F.M. Burke
Wellness Center in Weaver will be
under direction of campus recreation, allowing students more
access to physical fitness equipment.
The highlight (of this year)
was the new president's vision of
wanting to build a campus recreation center to emphasize the
quality of student life," Jewell
said. "New programs such as a
backpacking trip lead by a graduate assistant at Big South Fork,
brought a slight increase in participation."
The winners of the softball
tournament, Alpha Camma Delta,
were excited about their win
according to Kira Spencer, the
president of the sorority.
"Everyone was proud to win
the tournament. But, the most
important part was the fun and
sisterhood we shared," Spencer
said.

Andrew Patterson/Progress
Gary Moore and Mike McGrath edit their project, -Psycho," a part of the Projected
Visions showing tonight at 7 p.m. at Alumni Coliseum in Room 125.

A Night of Visions
Best of student videos showcased tonight
BY RUSSELL JONES

Contributing writer

Andrew Patterson/Progress
Frankfort firefighter Kyle Smith calls down to relay his condition during a rappelling
exercise Saturday. This rope rescue class was one of several including vehicle
extraction, cave rescue, farm machinery rescue and mantracking offered as part of
the 18th annual EKU Rescue School. The school had over 300 participants from
Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana. West Virginia and Virginia.

Basketball and flag football
had about 60 teams participate
this year. To get a listing of this
year's champions, visit Eastern's
Web site on the Internet at
<www.intramurals.eku.edu>.

Projected Visions

"It took us 40 hours to shoot and edit
eight minutes of film," said senior broadcasting major Gary Moore.
The eight-minute clip is the shower
scene from "Psycho."
Moore, Mike McGrath and Cal Reed
spent this time with trie clip's star, Amy
Blackburn.
"Amy spent about 16 hours total in the
shower while we taped," Moore said.
The scene was shot with the original
soundtrack, and the clip is only 10 frames
short of matching the original shot for
shot.
What's all of this work for? It's not for
the Oscars, but for mass communications
professor John Taylor's annual Projected
Visions. Taylor started the event while
teaching at the University of Malta and
continued his tradition here at Eastern.
"It is a chance for students to receive
some exposure for their work," Taylor
said.
At tonight's event there will be videos
from Taylor's Video I and II classes as
well as clips from the COM 400 Atlanta
Media Tour tape, which documents the
class' trip to Atlanta during Spring Break.

When: 7 p.m. tonight
WherS: Alumni Coliseum 125

Also shown will be a clip from Madison
County Cable News (MCCN) magazine,
done by the BEM 401/402 class.
"I think the project was worth doing,
and I am going to use it in my portfolio,"
Moore said.
Junior broadcasting major David
Hoverman worked on both the Atlanta
Tour tape and the MCCN magazine project.
"On the Atlanta tape we decided to do
the video because it is in the field we wanted to go into," Hoverman said.
"I believe I will use some of the tapes in
my portfolio. It's the best stuff I have so
far. I hope to do some more creative
videos next semester," Hoverman said.
Taylor is excited about the event. ,
"The videos should be good since this
is the first time we have had two computer
editing bays and a three chip SVHS camera," Taylor said.
The event is free to all students.

Welcome aboard to the international lounge
JuNte SHRESTHA
Contributing writer

BY

Junie Shrestha/Progress
Beth Blanchard welcomes foreign students to the International lounge.
She is the secretary for the International Education Program.

It was almost 2 p.m. and I
could feel rats playing hide and
seek in my stomach. I didn't have
enough time to grab a bite, so I
headed to the International Office
for some international coffee.
The metal door was opened for
me. A poster board welcomed me
in different languages.
Beth welcomed me with a
warm smile as usual.
Beth Blanchard is the secretary of the International
Education Program. She has visited many countries such as
England, France, Germany,
Israel, Italy, Kenya, Scotland,
South Africa and Switzerland. Her
dream is to travel to India,
Indonesia, Malaysia and Nepal.
"Hello, stranger," she said.
I hadn't been there in a while,

but every time I go, I see something new in the office. This time
it was a brown wooden African
mask hanging in a corner of the
room.
A mug from Zambia sat next to
the telephone and-was filled with
pens, pencils, Chinese chopsticks
and an African letter opener.
Chinese dolls were positioned
around the ink pen holder.
Flags representing their individual nations swayed in the
breeze created by an Indonesian
fan sitting against the wall.
Neatly woven carpets from
Saudi Arabia and Singapore
brightened the walls.
Orange guppies, neon tetras,
blacktailed shiny goldfish roamed
around the aquarium, fluttering
their tiny fins.
"See the cranes on the ceiling?
There are 1,000s of them from

Japan. Japanese give them as a
gift to honor someone with great
respect and to wish prosperity
and good luck," Blanchard said.
Pouring myself some coffee
and looking at a picture of Mount
Everest in Nepal, I asked, "How
do you feel being surrounded by
different countries like this?"
Blanchard replied with a smile,
"It is very interesting. No two
days are the same for me. Today
I might be talking to a Japanese
girl, and tomorrow I might be
chatting with someone from
India.
"It is challenging to deal with
students from all these different
nations due to the cultural differences, but it feels very good to
get to know them and to help
them out."
Blanchard is a surrogate mother to all the international stu-

dents. She is also a friend who listens to their problems and tries to
help them out. The international
students love to go to her office to
talk, drink some international coffee and munch on some cookies,
or just drop by to say hi.
Sesime Kom, a native of
Ghana, said to Blanchard, the
international office is like a second home.
"We are so far away from home
and this office makes us feel at
ease. It makes me realize that
there are so many other students
like me who don't have anyone
out here. It gives me sense of
support," Blanchard said.
A clock from Malaysia sent
warning that my next class was
about to start.
Feeling refreshed and bidding
goodbye to Blanchard, I headed
toward my class.
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"If I were named athletics director, I would have Betty by my side. I don't know what Jeff's (Long) thinking."
Mike Blaser, former assistant director lor external affairs

Associate director forced to resign position
BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor

Betty Werner
announced
she is stepping
down as
associate
athletics
director for
internal affairs.

EasterrTs Athletics Director Jeff
Long is still striving for excellence
and change on many levels of the athletic department.
Now that strive for change is
focused on the offices of the athletics
administrators.
Betty Werner announced, in a selfreleased statement Wednesday, she
is stepping down as Eastern's associate athletics director for internal
affairs. The decision came after being
informed by Long he wanted to incorporate individuals of his own choosing into the department.
"The new athletics director has
informed me that he wants to bring
his own people on to his administrative staff and therefore I will not be

renewing my contract," Werner said
in her statement. "Needless to say, I
am very disappointed. It has been a
privilege to be associated with the
Eastern Kentucky University community."
Werner has not been informed as
to whom may take over her position
as the director for internal affairs.
Ix>ng was not available for comment.
Werner is Eastern's second athletics official to leave the university since
Icing's start as athletics director.
Former assistant director for
external affairs Mike Blaser resigned
from his position last month to take
an administrative position with the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center
(KFEC) in l.ouisville. Blaser's former
position has yet to be filled.
"Without question, my career

move is a step forward," Blaser said.
"I don't think Jeffs (Long) situation
has anything to do with me coming to
Louisville. Jeffs situation is totally
separate from mine — I don't think
him coming to Eastern made my situation any different."
Blaser worked closely with Werner
from her start as director for internal
affairs in 1996, and was "perplexed"
by Werner's situation at Eastern.
"Betty is one of the most confident
people I've ever worked with — she's
top of the line. If I were named athletics director, I would have Betty by my
side. I don't know what Jeffs thinking," Blaser said.
Blaser's salary at Eastern before
his departure for the KFEC was
$44,198.
Werner joined Eastern's athletics

department after serving as an athletics
director at Drake University for 13
years.
Werner said during her three-year
tenure at Eastern, she worked to supply the department with advanced
technology, "creatively" utilizing
existing budgets to enhance sports,
maintained gender equity, structured
game management in football and
basketball, enhanced NCAA rule
compliance, initiated a successful
women's basketball season ticket
drive that grossed $11,000 in new revenues to the university and provided
national visibility for Eastern through
her involvement with various NCAA
committees and constituencies.
Werner also coordinated concession sales at Coors Field for non-profit
organizations, raising more than $1

million for those organizations in 1996.
"I was excited at the direction our
athletics department was heading,
and 1 thought, personally, we had our
department going in the right direction," Werner said. "I'm very disappointed — that's about all I can say."
Werner, who received her bachelor's degree from the University of
Tulsa and her master's degree from
the University of Missouri, hopes to
remain in intercollegiate athletics
administration, although she has yet
to "formulate" plans for the future.
"I'm not at a liberty to reveal them
(job opportunities) yet," Werner said.
Werner was earning $64,158 annually in Eastern's intercollegiate athletics department before she announced
her resignation.
Werner's contract with the university expires June 30.

■

Colonel
golfers
place 4th
inOVC

On Your Mark...
Eastern will host OVC Championships this weekend

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

The Eastern men's golf team
placed fourth last week in the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Tournament with a three-round
score of 879.
The tournament, hosted by
Middle
Tennessee
State
University, was held in Nashville
at the Springhouse Golf Club,
April 19-21.
The tournament went down to
the wire with the top five teams
finishing within five strokes of
each other. Morehead State took
top honors with a score of 875.
Southeast Missouri came in second with 876. followed in third
place by Middle Tennessee with
877. Eastern, leading after the
first two rounds, placed fourth
with a score of 879. while
Tennessee-Martin took fifth with
880.
Junior Eric Willenbrink led the
Colonels with his fourth place finish of 215. Willenbrink was one of
the two unanimous choices for the
All-OVC Team for his regular season play and was also selected on
the All-OVC Tournament Team.
"We were right there going
into that final round, but just
couldn't pull it off," said men's
golf head coach Pat Stephens.
"Overall, it was a disappointing
spring. We didn't play up to our
ability as a team. We seemed to
have trouble bringing in that third
and fourth man's score in every
tourney we played.
"1 was happy that our two
seniors put together a good OVC
Tournament, especially Mason
Guy. We'll miss them next year,
but we have several of our top
golfers returning. We're looking
forward to the fall season and getting back after it." Stephens said.
Senior co-captain Mason Guy
tied for eighth place for Eastern
• with 219. while sophomore James
Milan tied for the 14th spot with a
222. Senior captain Andy Games
ended with 225. placing him 22nd.
Junior Josh Lee finished 41st with
235.

BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor

Photos By Don KnightProgress
Cross country/track members Ryan Parrish and Daniel Koech run during a practice held
at Samuels Track during the cross country season. Eastern will host the Ohio Valley
Conference Outdoor Track Championships Friday and Saturday at the Tom Samuels
Track Eastern has won 11 Outdoor Track Championships combined

Maybe Eastern's outdoor track team
should resurrect artist Bob Ross, because
the Tom Samuels Track needs a few
strokes from a brush.
In the midst of preparations for the Ohio
Valley Conference Outdoor Track
Championships this weekend in Richmond,
coach Rick Erdmann's major concern isn't
whether his squads can furnish victories, but
instead if Samuels Track will be ready for
action Friday.
"We are in need of lines on the track,"
Erdmann said. "But because its been raining the past couple of days, we are unable
to have the lines painted on the track. Plus,
if the weather continues, we may have to
run Friday's events at UK's indoor track
facilities."
Despite Erdmann's concerns with conducting the first OVC Outdoor Track
Championship to be held in Richmond in
years, has confident his team will exceed
his expectations.
The women should be in contention for
the title, while Jamie- King should score a
lot of individual points," Erdmann said.
"Our men are very limited in the number of
people on our roster, because we had to
run some of our men more than once during the Penn Relays."
Erdmann feels OVC rivals Southeast
Missouri and Middle Tennessee may steal
the glory of gold from Eastern at the championships. Eastern's outdoor track squads
have won 11 championships since 1978.
Events for the 1999 OVC Track and
Field Championship begin at 4:30 p.m.
Friday with the men's javelin throw, concluding at 9:50 p.m. with the 200-meter run.
Saturday, Eastern discus record holder
Kathleen Dodsworth will open competition
against OVC rivals at 10:30 a.m. with the
discus throw.
Numerous events will follow the discus
throw, until the award ceremonies at 4:45 p.m.
"This should be two days of great competition." Erdmann said. "We're hoping our
teams will compete at the top of their ability and we can finish as high as possible in
the final point standing."
Hosting the OVC Championships may
be Eastern's top agenda, but the team fared
well in the Penn Relays last weekend in
Pennsylvania.
Senior Mohamed Khayr highlighted the

Ohio Valley Conference
Track/Field Chaimpionshlp
Friday. April 30
Time

Event

4:30 p.m.

Javelin
Long jump
High jump
Shot put
10,000 meters
10.000 meters
Pole vault (men)

530
6:10
630
(Trials)
6:50 p.m.
7:15
7-35
7:50
&05
8:20
835
830
905
9:20
935

BY SHANE WALTERS

When you're hot. you're hot. and
when you're 12 games above .500, you're
absolutely smokin".
The Colonels stayed within a game <>t
first place after taking two of three games
from Tennessee Tech last weekend in
Cookeville. giving Eastern an 117 conference record and 30-18 overall
Freshman shortstop Kiley "Wild
Thing" Vaughn had a big week, earning
Ohio Valley Conference Player of the
Week honors. At the plate. Vaughn bat
ted .579 (11 for H>) with 3 doubles. 5
RBIs and 5 runs stored. He extended his
hitting streak to 11 games and made just
one error in 29 fielding chances.
"Kiley had some big plays for us. both
offensively and defensively," said baseball head coach Jim Ward. "We are
extremely proud of his performance."
Junior Mike Martini gave up just two
hits over 4.2 innings last week, picking
up a win against Tech and a save versus
4

Western Kentucky University. Martini is
M) on the season with four saves.
Alike s been perfect." Ward said. "He
got hit one game, but he's done a solid
jiil) lor us thus far."
Jason Kstep is batting a tremendous
i)i>7. while Jason Sharp is swinging an
average of .391 going into OVC action
this weekend against the Panthers of
Eastern Illinois.
The Colonels have recorded 30 victories C«HH overall) for the first time since
1
t" *) when they were 42-15.
"We are all happy with our overall
record." Ward said. "Its harder to win in
the conference than it used to be. We
swept Furman and Oeorgia State on the
road that's one of the big reasons lor
our record Sweeping a three-game
Series is difficult. Overall, we are
extremely pleased."
Eastern Illinois moved into sole possession of first place in the OVC after
winning two of three games from Austin
Peay State University, while AI'Sl'

dropped into a tie for second with
Southeast Missouri.
The Colonels will slide into
Charleston, 111., this weekend to test their
bats against conference leader Eastern
Illinois before leaving OVC action to face
Marshall, Belmont and Louisville next
week. Eastern will close out its regular
season schedule against Middle
Tennessee May 15-16.
"We just have to take one game at a
time," Ward said. "Eastern Illinois has
been playing better every game ever
since losing its first 11 games.
We are a good team on the road. It's
going to be fun and interesting. Basically,
our entire season is going to come down
to the last weekend of play."
The Colonels are hoping to sweep
Eastern Illinois and Middle Tennessee in
order to be placed in a bye during the
first round of play in the OVC
Championships. The Panthers won the
OVC last season.

Freshman
shortstop Kiley,
Vaughn was
;
named Ohio
Valley
Conference
Player of the
Week Monday j
Vaughn batted ;
579(11-for-19);
with 3 doubles, •
5 RBIs and 5
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week for the
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100-meter hurdles
1 IOmeter hurdles
400 meters (women)
400 meters (men)
100 meters (women)
100 meters (men)
800 meters (women)
800 meters (men)
400-meter hurdles
400meter hurdles
200 meters (women)

men's individual results, finishing with &
time of 30.17 in the 10,000-meter run, while,
the men's mile relay squad finished with a!
time of 3:13. good enough to enter the con>
solation finals.
Senior Jamie King placed 10th in theOlympic Mile Run with an overall time oC
4:48. The women's spring medley relay'
team finished 10th.
',
Eastern's women's last outdoor trackj
championship crowning was during the"
1992-93 season.
Since then. Middle Tennessee and!
Southeast Missouri have won tile last four;
of five OVC Outdoor Track Championships.;
On the other side of the track, the men's,
last outdoor OVC Championship came in!
1956 when they topped Morehead State for!
the gold.
;
After hosting the OVC Championships,;
Erdmann's Colonels will compete in the;
Mid-American Classic May 8 and Jesse
Owens Invitational May 9.

Sluggers within a game of first in OVC
Sports editor
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Tennis teams falter in OVC
BY DANIEL REWHABT

Contributing writer

The men's and women's tennis
teams ended up their seasons by
finishing sixth in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament.
Despite his squad's performance in the game for fifth place,
coach Tom Higgins said he was
proud of his teams' efforts during
the year.
"The teams have worked hard
all season and have given their
best effort at each competition
we've had this year," Higgins said.
But hard work wasn't enough
last weekend.
Competing against Eastern in

Softball
prepares
tourney
title march
PBOORESS STAFF REPORT

Eastern's softball team finished
up its regular season where it has
been stuck all year — at .500.
The Colonels split their last six
games with Middle Tennessee.
Tennessee State and Tennessee
Tech. The split put coach Jane
Worthington's team at 12-12 in
the Ohio Valley Conference. The
Colonels didn't fare as well in nonconference play going 22-29.
On Friday the Colonels lost a
tough contest in 10 innings to
Middle Tennessee 3-2.
But Eastern evened the series
winning the second game of the
doubleheader 4-1. Amy DeSmet
went 1-3 and Kelly Pikula also was
1-3 with an RBI.
Saturday the Colonels came
out swinging, pounding out 27 hits
and 19 runs in a doubleheader
against Tennessee State. Eastern
swept the Lady Tigers by scores
of 8-3 and 11-1. Kerri Duncan went
1 he distance in the second game
earning the victory.
But Eastern would struggle scoring runf in its last games of the regular season Sunday. Worthington's
squad would only score one run in
the doubleheader. Tennessee Tech
won 2-1 and 30.
In the first game Eastern had 11
hits to Tennessee Tech's six, but
was only able to manufacture one
run. DeSmet had another good day
at the plate going 3-4, while Pikula
went 2-3 and drove in Eastern's run.
In the second game, Eastern
had five hits despite being shut
out. Duncan started the game but
was taken out after 4 1/3 innings.
She gave up nine hits and only one
earned run of the three. Eastern
had two errors in the game.
Eastern's .500 conference
record put it in sixth place in the
conference.
The Colonels will enter the
conference tournament May 1-2
in Martin, Tenn.

the fifth place match, Morehead
State shut down Higgins' team.
Eastern's only victory came when
Mike Hornback defeated a
Morehead State opponent 64,6-1.
Unfortunately for the Colonels,
Hornback scored Eastern's only
point. The Colonels' season ended
with a 4-1 defeat
Eastern's final record for the
spring is 2-16 overall and 1-5 in
the conference.
The two wins for the men's
team came against Austin Peay 43 in Richmond and on the road
against Tennessee State 7-0.
The women also struggled and
ended their season with a mark in

the loss column.
Eastern Illinois barely slipped
past the Lady Colonels 5-4. For
Eastern Susan Ferguson was victorious in her singles match 63,
61. In doubles play Eastern swept
the three matches.
Eastern's women's team finished up the season at 610 overall
and 2-4 in the conference.
The Lady Colonels' wins came
against Tennessee State. Morehead
State (twice). Western Carolina.
Belmont and Radford.
Eastern's only back-to-back
wins this year came in 8-1 victories over Belmont and Morehead
State.

Kidd, Guy will hold
Eastern football
academy June 12-13

RICHMOND S ONLY INDEPENDENT AUTO PARTS STORE

HWIZE
Tune-Up

Maintenance
Tune-Up

Special
Includes:

6c*!

.88

Replace Filter
Change Oil
Chassis Lubrication
Fill Fluid Levels
10 pt. Safety Check
Most Vehicles
Filter, Belts, and Hoses

• Install Plugs
• Set Timing
• Inspect Cap,
Rotor, Wires, Air'
Filter, Belts and
Hoses

624-2990

Brakes
$49 88 I

bpeciai
includes:
• Install Pads or
Shoes
• Resurfaces
Rotors or
Drums
• Repack
Wheel Bearing;
• Metallic pads
Extra

Most Cars &
Light Trucks

Get Ready For Graduation _^

IRadiator Drain &

rv-/

$2988

Drain radiator & cooling system,
check all belts, hoses and water pump.
Refill with up to 2 gallons of antifreeze coolant
Most cars and light trucks.

#^i

ALLY OWNED • LOCALLY OPERATED • PRICES GOOD THROUGH Mav 31. 1999

TEAMMATES.
PARTNER
FRIENDS.

r

JSH

531 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond, KY

Oil Chanae

4qt!

Special Includes Most
Cars & Light Trucks «'-v *i
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at Southern Mississippi, recordEastern football coach Roy ing 18 interceptions and a 61Kidd's Kicking and Longsnapping yard field goal that stood as an
Academy, with former National NCAA record for a long time.
Football League star Ray Guy, is He also handled the punting and
scheduled to be held on Eastern's placekicking duties for USM.
Guy, who led the NCAA in
campus June 12-13.
Open to youngsters age 10- punting (46.2) in 1972 and in 1973.
18, the Eastern academy will became the first punter ever chogive athletes the finest football sen in the first round of the NFL
instruction possible and provide Draft. He went on to average 42.4
guidance and proper skill learn- yards per punt in his 14 seasons
ing, enabling each athlete to with the Oakland Raiders. He led
the NFL three times in punting,
reach maximum potential.
To have a successful football made the Pro Bowl seven times,
program, you have to have a played a key role in each of the
Raiders' three Super Bowl victogood kicking game.
ries and received 619
That's why we stress
consecutive snaps withthat at Eastern and why
out getting a punt
we began Kentucky's
blocked, the second-best
first-ever
kicking
stint in NFL history.
instructional school on
#~
The Eastern acadeour campus more than
my provides a concen15 years ago," Kidd said.
-trated program of
Committed to providinstruction, focusing on
ing athletes with the
the specific skills of
best learning opportunikicking (conventional
ties available, Guy and
and soccer style), puntRick Sang, director of Roy Kidd will
ing and longsnapping.
American
Football hold his
Academy participants
Specialists, are among Kicking and
the qualified instructors Longsnapping will learn proven techwho have continued to Academy June niques and fundamentals through a unique
help provide the most 12-13.
step-by-step method.
comprehensive kicking
Also available will be
and longsnapping proextensive video tape analysis
gram of its kind.
Also assisting will be Bill and production of each particiPitts, national coordinator of the pant's own training video, which
Kicker and Punter Talent captures the athlete's technical
Search Program, who will serve development on Site and
as the academy's kicking coordi- includes exclusive footage of the
nator, and Paul Leroy, Guy's for- academy's teaching professionmer high school coach, who will als demonstrating their skills.
The Eastern Kicking and
serve as punting/longsnapping
Longsnapping Academy concoordinator for the academy.
Guy is a member of the NFL forms with all pre-high school
All-Time Team, while Sang was and high school National
a punter/receiver on the 1979 Federation rules and players
and 1982 Eastern I-AA national may participate without jeoparchampionship teams.
dizing any eligibility. Cost for an
After earning 16 varsity let- overnight camper is $200, while
ters in four sports and averaging a day camper's cost is $150.
52 yards per punt, Guy went on Each registration includes a $50
to enjoy an extraordinary career non-refundable deposit

DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
& SERVICE CENTER

V»

When your career's ai Tenet, you don't have co-worken. You have teammates. You have partnen. You have
friends. People who are there for you. To share your joy. And your sadness. People like my colleague, who
gave up some of her vacation so I could stay home with my sick daughter. You might call that a little thing.
But to me, it made all the difference in the wotld.

You'll find the four seasons at their finest in South Carolina- and a work climate to match at Piedmont Healthcare System,
a member of the Tenet Health Sytem. We're small enough to offer you a real family feeling, but big enough to give you
every opportunity to shine. And we're getting even bigger, with a new state-of-the-art Open Heart Surgery Program and
a newly expanded Emergency Room.

Opportunities are now available for
new graduate RNs in a variety of areas.
Piedmont Healthcare System is located in the friendly, thriving town of Rock Hill. South Carolina. Here you'll find great
schools, affordable neighborhoods, a relaxed, hometown place... just minutes from all the big city advantages and
attractions of Charlotte, North Carolina.
And. because Piedmont is part of Tenet HcalthSystem, the second largest healthcare provider in the United States, you'll
be supported by a wide range of outstanding benefits, including:
1

$2,000 student loan
repayment with two year
commitment

• competitive pay
• employee stock
purchase plans

• medical/dental insurance
tuition reimbursement
.
• 401(10 Han

Experience the difference at Tenet. To find out more, please call (SOS) 329-6855
or forward your resume to Piedmont Healthcare System, Human Resources Deft*.
222 S. Herlonfl Ave., Rock Hill, SC 29732, Fax (803) 329-6798 JOfUiNf: (SOS) 366-1400

ont
Ofe Health care System

AnlquJOpp***yEmphr*

All the difference in the world.

olio Pizza

Congratulations AOIT5 New Alumni!
Whitney Clay
Jennifer Qemmons
Jennifer Cunningham
Ali Pavis
Kelly Edlin
Tiffany Ehling
Ann Ford
Vanessa Hester
Sally Johnson
Maria Maile
Odessa Pickard

Kelly Rutledge
Sarah Schwamberger
Staci Sewell
Kristen Shrout
Kellie Tingle
Sarah Veasy
Kelly Wallace
Lisa Woods

Fast Free Delivery

Welcome Back!
Call

Dine-In Special

623-0330

Hot Subs and Steak Hoagies
Pizza Sub... pepperoni, ham, mushrooms, onions, cheese
& Sauce
Sausage Sub... mild Italian sausage, cheese
and 2 vegetable toppings
Meatball Sub... sauce & mozzarella cheese
Ham & Cheese... ham, mozzarella cheese, sauce
and 2 vegetable toppings
A-1 Steak Hoagie... steak, mozzarella cheese, onions.
mushrooms 8 steak sauce
Western Hoagie... steak, mozzarella cheese, onions.
green peppers, & Bar-B-Q
Italian Steal
Steak Hoagie... steak pizza sauce, mozzarella
cheese, onions & mushrooms
Bacon Cheddar Steak Hoagie... steak, bacon,
Cheddar cheese, onions

Sides

Garden & Chef salads
Baked Spaghetti, Garlic breadsticks, Cheddar Fries,
Mozzarella Slix, Jalapeno Poppers, Deep Fried
Mushrooms, BQ Wings, Hot & Spicy Wings and Italian
Wings, Cheese Bread, Frito Lay Chips

Beverages
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew, 7Up,
Rootbeer, Milkshakes & Anheiser Busch Beers

Toppings
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions, Ham, Pineapple,
Bacon, Italian Sausage, Green Peppers, Jalapeno
Peppers, Hot Banana Peppers, Ground Beef, Black
and Green Olives

$10.80

APOLLO

Lg BQ Chicken Pizza
A Blend of Cheddar &
Mozzerella Cheese, Onions,
Qreen Pepper, Chicken &
BQ Sauce.
■ — .
_ ,. .,-'Price
rnce memoes
includes aiaie
Slate Sales
^aies Tax
lax
r- :
I _Ej(rjires 5/24/99_______________i>_Expi
jires 5/14/99

&$3

APOLLO

PTzTA

Large 14'
Thin Crust Pizza
Special

$15.25

PiziA

20" Party Pizza
with 2 toppings Cut In
about 30 squares
'Price Includes State Sales Tax

/APOLLO

Hoagie Special

$6.95

Steak & Hoagie &
Cheddar Fries
'Pries Includes State Sales Tax

$8.60

Large One topping Pizza
/9 9 "Price includes Stale Sales Tax

Thanke for all
the memories
and good luck!

Party Pizza Special

.-^E'lSS5£i . --^Z^TJ-l-T2*l_ ,_Ex£)ir©s_5/1A/99
Sub & Salad

Pizza Sub Special

$5.95

$6.25

Pizza Sub; Garlic Stix
& 32 oz Soft Drink
•Price includes State Sales Tax

L^Ipir®s_5l1ii?2.

I

*

Your choice of
a Pizza Sub; Sausage Sub
Ham & Cheese or a
Meatball Sub
'Price Includes Slate Sales Tax
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The Eastern Progress
1998-99 Male and Female Athletes of the Year

Track, baseball teams will have fast spots to fill

i
Senior
right fielder
Sean Murray,
No. 16, came to
Eastern after
transferring
from Sierra
College. Murray
has been a vital
force for the
Colonel
baseball team
this season,
leading the
team with his
.373 batting
average, 11
homers and 49
RBIs
Brian
Simms/Progress

Cross country/track standout
has 'Blossom'ed through life

rf

weekend for the Penn Relays.
"I spend a lot of time praying for guidance," Blossom said. "My parents and
hlaap - shlaap - shlaap — the coaches and professors are very supportive.
size eight, Asics running I couldn't do it without their help."
shoes dig into the ground,
If the academic achievements aren't
leaving behind a reminder of impressive enough, then try to swallow the
I who
was
there. enormous accomplishments in her long disWhoosh - whoosh - whoosh tance running career. Blossom is a three— the arms of the delicate 5- time member of the All-OVC cross country
foot-54nch frame cut through the breeze like a team. She was named OVC Female Cross
hot knife through the softest butter.
Country Runner of the Year in 1995.
Tick-tock - tick-tock — the clock on the
There is tremendous happiness in making
wall clinks as the midnight oil is ignited once someone else happy, and Blossom is passing
again by the discipline of a straight A student
out five-gallon buckets of
These are definitely not
smiles with her involvement
the sounds of a slacker. These
in Habitat for Humanity.
aren't the sounds of a person
"I got involved in
who settles for less than her
Habitat for Humanity
very best effort These are the
because of its Christian
sounds that ring in the ears of
principles," Blossom said.
one of Eastern's most decorat"My parents and grandpar■
5,000
meters
(indoor)
ed student athletes.
ents were involved and I
17:28.30
Cross country /track memjust followed in their foot■ 3,000 meters (indoor)
ber Sarah Blossom, 21. of
steps. It's a wonderful pro10:18.84
Indianapolis is the 1999
gram."
Eastern Progress Female
■ 10,000 meters
ft seems like being nice
Athlete of the Year.
37:19.23. fourth
doesn't make people popular
The occupational therapy
fastest in Eastern
anymore. Attitude is the rave
major may need to go shop— the badder, the better.
history
ping for a new trophy case
Fortunately, there are still a
soon. The shelves in her
few people who think life is a
room are crying for relief
gift and their attitudes reflect that And, as
from the weight of all the awards they are luck would have it one is a student at Eastern.
expected to support
"Live with gusto," seems to be Blossom's
The success of her academic career may motto, and it's infectious.
be the only thing that outpaces her prowess
Phyllis Wilson, Blossom's classmate said,
on the track. Blossom has received the Ohio "With so much ambition as young as she is, I
Valley Conference Academic Medal of can't imagine all that she can accomplish. I
Honor three times for being the athlete with hope she never loses her enthusiasm for life."
the highest grade point average in that parBlossom will be gone after spring, and
ticular sport for an academic year.
she will leave behind a legacy she would
Blossom has been named to the OVC never take any credit for creating.
Commissioner's Honor Roll three times, and
The first stop of her bright future is
with her 4.0 grade point average, she is a Providence, R.I., where she will have the
perennial member of Eastern's dean's list She first of two internships needed to complete
was honored with her fourth election to the her occupational therapy degree.
GTE Academic Ail-American national team.
Shlaap - shlaap - shlaap — the sound of a
With all the things she has accomplished, humble superstar walking across a stage to
it would be easy for her to get caught up in receive her degree.
the publicity. However, Blossom is very clear
Whoosh - whoosh - whoosh — the sound
about what is most important in her life.
of a life that has carved a path through the
"When people think of me, I want them to wind wide enough to ease the journey for
see me as a Christian first. I want them to those walking behind her.
Tick-tock - tick-tock — the sound of the
see someone who wants to help them
before they see a runner or a student," clock as it counts down the remaining
Blossom said, while in Pennsylvania last moments of a brilliant college career.
BY JAY JONES

Contributing writer

v;
w

Tracking
Blossom

i>*«V.

'Striving to work harder' took
Murray to next level of action
BY SHANE WALTERS

parents have only been present for one baseSports editor
ball contest
"My parents are reaDy pleased with my perHis favorite food is spaghetti,
formances
on and off the field." Murray said. "I
and he likes country music.
just
wish
they
could have seen me play more."
He was a two-year letterman
Although Murray's parents are unable to
in football for Eldorado High
School in Placerville, Calif. make the long trip from California to
With his experience in athlet- Richmond, he keeps in contact over the
ics, his career ambition is to phone, telling of his triumphs.
Murray's love for baseball and athletics
teach back home for his alma mater,
persuaded
him to choose his major of teachEldorado.
ing in the fitness and wellness field,
He was voted Eastern Progress
which he plans to take back to
Male Athlete of the Year. He wasn't
Placerville.
a shoe-in — he only won the voting
"I was given so much by my
by one point — but Sean Murray's
teachers, I think I need to give
life, in a way, has been like that.
something back to them," Murray
Murray's always had to go one step
said. "I would also like to coach back
further than the other man.
at my high school in Placerville or at
"I was never the biggest or
a college level."
fastest on any of my teams," Murray
The desire and love for sports in
said. "Because of that fact, I've
the
Murray family has even reached
always strived to work harder than
Jim Ward said Murray's younger brother Kyle,
the next person."
With that attitude, the 5-foot-10- Sean Murray is who plays basketball and baseball
back in Placerville.
inch, 185-pound right fielder has highly
"Sports have never been
taken Eastern's baseball Colonels to respected by
pushed upon us by our parthe next level of competition.
all his
ents," Murray said. "It was a
Murray, 22, came to Eastern teammates.
way to express ourselves
after playing baseball for Sierra
with other people. It kept us
College until his sophomore year.
out of trouble and on a
While at Sierra, Murray earned Allstraight
and
narrow path."
Conference honors, but his success on the
That "straight and narrow path"
diamond wasn't because of a free ride.
"I've been around athletics for so long, I has led Murray to where he is today
knew the only way I could go to college was — a path baseball head coach Jim
Ward is going to miss.
to get a scholarship," Murray said.
"Sean has been a tremendous player
After earning a scholarship to play for
Eastern, Murray started 51 games his junior over the years." Ward said. "He's highly
year for the Colonels and batted a team lead- respected by all of his teammates. Sean
doesn't say a lot, but he's improved some of
ing .402 with 16 home runs and 48 RBIs.
Murray's 16 homers tied him for second his teammates performances tremendously.
on Eastern's all-time season list. While at He has great respect from many people,
Eastern, Murray has earned All-Ohio Valley including numerous faculty members. Sean's
Conference first team player honors and has been fun to coach — HI miss him."
been an AU-OVC Tournament selection.
Murray may be leaving Eastern to pursue
But, Murray's strive for success on and a career in teaching, but his overall attitude
off the field has been one without the on- and strive for success remains the same.
looking eyes of his parents. Bill and Lynn.
"Always look at the positive of every situaSince he began his stint at Eastern, Murray's tion and overcome any obstacle," Murray said.

»*

*
^^frfcciT

Charting Murray
1*09 Stats
AVG QP-OS I R H RBII2B 3B HRlTB
373 48-48 I 39 72 49 116 0 11 1121

8QISF SS-AS PO A E OB%
341 2 15-25 76 5 2 .451

I This year, Murray has played a vital role in keeping the Colonels in the
running with Ohio Valley Conference leader Eastern Illinois. Murray is
second on the team in batting average and eighth in the league. He is
second in the conference in runs batted in with 49. Teammate
Lea Chapman leads with 57.
I As a junior, Murray started 51 games,
batted a team leading .402 with 16
home runs and 48 RBIs. His
home run total tied for
second on Eastern's
all-time season list.
,
Murray was an
All-OVC first team
player as he led the
Colonels in runs
scored with 64 and
had 16 doubles. He also
had 11 steals and led
Eastern with 84 hits and a
slugging percentage of .718.

\

Andrew PaMraonrProgrtM

Senior cross country/track runner Sarah Blossom, right, has been a dominant
force for Rick Erdmann's Colonel runners since joining the squad

The Eastern Progress Male and Female Athletes of the Year were voted on by coaches, media
representatives and administrators related to Eastern athletics. To be considered for this
honor, athletes must be in their final year of eligibility.
i
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'Consumer reactions given during Rooiltr product evaluation seuiom .
(^Trademark ol U S Tobacco Ca Of on ol Hi afllllalat lor smokeless loaacco CIIMIUS. TOtACCO CO 1I3M'

Manufacturer's Coupon

1. Do you use moist snutt'

Expires 6/30/99

SAVE $1.00

V

*HAV*
YOU*

•

<>

Yes

No

Fine cut

long cut

Yes

No

How many cans per week do you use'
What brand do you use most'
Whal flavor is that'
Is that '
• '3

2. Do you use loose leal chewing tobacco7

How many pouches per week do you use'
What brand do you use most'
3. Do you smoke cigarettes'

Lono Cut BoM WWeriPMn or
Icy MM tmMm lobacco

in » future Rooster ad!

Name

Suie

City

Zip

Telephone (day)

TOOAYSDATt iWOUIWDi
OAT

No

Address

Please till out the information
below betore redeeming:

MONTH

Yes

I eveningi

YEAR

CERTIFY THAT i AN
YEARS OF AGE ■
AND THAT i WANT to warm OIKCT HAH

i

niGAflomc

SMOKELESS TMACCO I UNDERSTAND
IHA! GIVING f ALSJ INFORMATION W ORDIK
io ACCEPT IMIS OFFER NAY CONSTITUTE A
VIOLATION
SRJKATURE

or uw
ixioumiDi

'..III" NOI AVAILABLE 10 MINORS
AGE SIGNATURE uo DAif REQUIRED

IOOAY S 0AII iREQOIRIOl

r;

If you want to be eligible for direct
mail regarding smokeless tobacco
C..
please fill out the information
if- to the right, including the red box.

I CERTIFY THAT I AM

MONIH

DAT

YEAR

YEARS OF ACE - AN0 THAI I WANT TO RECEIVE DIRECT

MAII REGARDING SMOKELESS TOBACCO I UN0ERS1AN0 THAI GIVING IAISE INF0RMAIION
M ORDER TO ACCEP1 THIS OFFER HAY CONSTITUTE A VIOLATION OF LAW
SIGNATURE IREOUIREOI
•OFFER NOT AVAR A*IE TO MINORS AGE SIGNATURE AM) DATE REOUMWD

I999US TOBACCO CO 113689
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"SO MUCH BEEF, BACON AND CHEESE...IT'S SCARY"

THE MONSTER BURGER

Hardees

01999 HARDEE S FOOD SYSTEMS. INC AVAILABLE AFTER REGULAR BREAKFAST HOURS AT PARTICIPATING HAROEE S» RESTAURANTS FOR A LIMITED TIME

BACON SWISS CRISPY
CHICKEN SANDWICH

Hardees
Oflw

.M

an* ttgtM* >>MkiMt he

FRISCO
BURGER

Hardees
Offcjf »«M after >*%*m brnMail tm
Jam IS. 1M9 ■* mm* ttc >***% tm

BACON, EGG &
CHEESE BISCUIT

SAUSAGE & EGG
BISCUIT

Hardee's

Hardee's

Offer **M during r ocular braahfeat hour* throw**
JUM IB. IBM at par1klpatlr« raatatjranta.

Offer vaM durtM ragiriar braahfaat hour* throw**)
Jam 16. 1999 at paMklpatln* raataurants

r-

BISCUIT 'N' GRAVY
PLATTER

■***

BACON, EGG &
CHEESE BISCUIT

* Hardee's

Off*. vaM during rogwiar braaMaat hours through
Jua* 15. IBM at partklpatlng raataurantt.

FRISCO

BREAKFAST
SANDWICH

Hardee's

OHM vaM an«r racuu. br»atil»t torn m.oufi

iu~ IS. lttt jlmilLimmmuncrnM

" ~. »V»

REGULAR
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICH

Hardee's

Hardee's

on.. »M during -t"w DreaMaat ham nn#
MM 19. 1»W M fn*.*mll*f raataunntt.

FRISCO
BURGER

Hardee's

OM.. ,mU4 afte. >««• DmMaat heura lhiou(h
JHM 11. ltW »T M*IktMttot .Mtauranta.

DOUBLE
CHEESEBURGER

Hardee's

Offer tatM aftar ragular braaMaat boora through
Jam IB. IBM at partklpatlng raataurarrta.

Offer vaad aftar ragular braahfaat hour* through
taw IB. IBM at participating raatawtanta.

DOUBLE
CHEESEBURGER

REGULAR
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICH

Hardee's
M aftar ragular braahfaat how
B. IBM at partklpatlng titti

"SO MUCH BEEF, BACON AND CHEESE...IT'S SCARY"

THE MONSTER BURGER *

Hardee's

• irMMMOMODrvMUSM <-H»IM1|»HGW»«l..i

" •«••»'-*. H*«OH *aaf.'*l4*i*l'M<- I

Hardee's

Offer vaM aftar ragular araakfeat hour* throw**
Mtm IB. IBM at partklpatlng raataurant•

Visit us online at: www.84lumber.com

LUMBER

Prices Good
Thru
May 30, 1999

The Pro's Choice. Your Choice.

a-a -A

FINISH
The (?£) LUMBER
Credit Card!
• No Annual Fee!
Low monthly Payments!

Includes Pressure Treated Lumber, Hardware
and Instructions. IB>«»
See aage 2 for mon Swingsets! PROJECT .010
'Minimum Payment = $15 or 3°. ol balance whichever It greater

Roofing Shingles
Fire Rating

Choose Horn several
stock colors!

Twin 4.5
Town Square"
White Vinyl Siding

$

37

lOOaq.h

W§ tarry a comattt§
Mhcttmm at tattr mattaU ca*4*>

Other styles, grades and colors ol vinyl siding available

25 Y.ar
Self-Seal
Flberglia*

97
Same Day or
. Next Day
Delivery
Guaranteed

... OR ITS FREE!
We'll guarantee delivery ol row order within 24
hours or the delivery cost It FREE!
Weather conditions permitting Excluding weekends
and holidays In-stock items only

ROA

' 060

16' Pioneer Trading Post
With Swing IUI-U-M)

Eagle's Nest
Clubhouse ,ui.a>»>

Competitor (83i 23901

Sky Fort IUS-MMI

$

$

247

$182
S****lMO*U«,

'Proiecl « 080 ■

Sada. Play handlas. HaHcoolar awing
and Uam^o-rcnri fg/g ffHfglffr

Stda and Finmans pota told separately

384

Sft*. Marry go-round and
Ftramana ooka aoU aaparataty

Treated Deck Packages

8x6' 5 | go

(840-10-M). i|

|

*JJ l^P

8x8'

16x10' <

(840-11-991

(840-22 M)

12x10' $
(M&-ie-99i

384

497

16x12 $

*-*5f4"x6" decking • 2"x6" joists t' posts
mix •hardware • nails & easy-to-follow instructions.

Free Computer Deck Design Available!
See a 84 store associate lor details.

Cool Wave

DEWALT.

Slides

67

65

AMERICAN Bl'll.T
FOR AMERICA'S Bl II.DERS

\Wide Variety of
n Connectors
* Available!
Prime Source
Galvanized
Deck Screws

111 96
Treated Lattice
Panels
_ __
2'x8' (685-65)

(B

125

4'X8' (685-72)

■ 4'x8' Heavy ,- _ 27
' Duty 6i i .1 15
Treated Accessories
Colonial Spindles^"^^P[|"V
2"x2"x36"
2"x3"x36"
48 Treated
Colonial
Turned Post

.

^-

Mr

2»

97

2"x6"

(#2 Pressure
Treated Lumber

: We Sell for <
► Less! Call <
IJ for today's *
low price!

IK
LIFETIME WARRANTY ON OUR PRESSURE
TREATED LUMBER.
Warranty fact sheets on file at store

/

-v ▼

ROA

SPECIAL ORDER SPECIAL ORDER SPECIAL ORDER

24' Residential Trusses
with 4/12 pitch & 12" overhang
• Stronow than ■

STRUCTURAL
BEAMS
See us for a
complete selection
of engineered
wood products
including:

rafter •ysttm
•SpMd.
construction

l-Beams &

Laminated Beams

Steel Sitting &
Roofing
We have a variety
of styles and
colors available.

Solid White Steel Garage Doors

Wood Truss
Barn Packages
8x8'

RAISED

9xT

PANEL

Model »82
(381-3BI

(I
8xio' *544

IU7-22-W)

^^

10x16'
(•37 20 Ml

$

598

(837-11 90}

ioxi2 $fiS9
^m^m^m

(837 12-99)

8x12
(83723OTI

(•37J4-W

12'x12'

12x16 $

206

Model *183
INSULATED

(837-21-99)

*454

$

(Ml 201

16x7'
Model #82
(3B1 15)

398

$

867

$

998

1225

Don't forget your
paint, rollers and brushes!

Pole Barn Packages

FlIWIK
• Probuilt Truss FrMMS
• 20 Vow fiberglass rMf
SMftftOS
5/8" x4'i8' COX plywood
• Hordwort * Mils
• 7/16" i 4'x8' root

We ean

design a Pole
t Barn to fit
R
your needs!

Garage
ickages

it
116x20' 1 1/2 Car
with 4'xr
Grooved Siding ••«*«•.
With Twin 5 White
Vinyl Siding .«..
16x24 1 1/2 Car ■»■■■■■■■■■■
With 4'x8' Grooved Siding ,.«>•*«

•2347

With Twin 5 White Vinyl Siding ,.I».M*
24x24' 2Car ^m^m^^m

Mi na « • CUMOT dap •«*>» 10 a*f *» a*««v ■* ton* iMilili •> ■•»•

Economy

Deluxe

*• Oawadad SM Sid", and Roota]

"l,h P»'nled Sttwi and Servic. Door

2412418'w/B'Sliding door

M^xff ^ SlidKiq door

$2647

With 4'x8' Grooved Siding „<*»*,

'2884

With Twin 5 White Vinyl Siding -..-.;«.»

Sj 135

32x24' 3 Car ————
With 4"x8' Grooved Siding ,.w«

•3844

With Twin 5 White Vinyl Siding ,**»«,
*

241321HT w* Sliding door $3544

24^x10" wfl Sliding door

$4498

2414M0-«AT Sliding door $4152

24^x1(7 wr* Sliding door

$5247

anmr^ff Sliding door $4995

30^1? wflffSteinfl door $6295

Inclsdes: Steel Siding and Roofing, Roof Trusses 4 on Center,
2 rows of 2'x6' Treated Skirt Board. Double Truss Carriers, 24" Coverage
Galvanized Steel (Economy Models). 36" Coverage Painted Steel (Deluxe Model).
3/0 PH Steel Flush Door (Deluxe Model Only). Nails and Construction Blueprints

32 x28 3 Car
With 4'x8' Grooved Siding <»»?»«»

*4498

With Twin 5 White Vinyl Siding .»"»

*4765

With Shingles, Root Trusses. Window and Service Door

El

Masterlock

#1D Padlock
Masterlock
#22 D Padlock

167

ROA

8

24

Polyurethane Spray
Gloss or Satin

Stains
Quart Stain

jSMff1

5 85

»--*=-

5

pjjejj <■ mm

Gloss or Satin

White cssoor

8

Long Life
35 Year Latex

Staple Gun
Arrow T-50

14" x 50* Rod

20" x 50" ROM
1561-m

2 Gallon
Drywall
Sealer

Rely-On
Latex

Polyurethane
iane

Aluminum Flashing 20- x 101 Ron
|3«
14" x 10' Roll
(S61-W)

Mill Face

20 OZ (^45-0151

Neon Tape Measure

4|illB^

Eslwing E3-28

Eslwing E3-20S

]\\ Rip Hammer

am 05

15'45

■ Easy lo use
■ Staples go in all the way

• All metal construction lor
durability

5 Gallon
Drywall
I
y
Joint
,»^.
Compound PonCnpfJ.

9

(4051

^^Spackling

lap

g Vinyl

W
3 51

1 quart

546 4M

Razor Blade
Scraper

HO

177
SM

" i

:M

Electrical Wire with Ground
14/2 NM-B 250'
(30'Ml

12/2 NM-B 250'

16
22 47

Electrical Switches and Outlets
Duplex Receptacle Quiet Switch
While
Ivory ii

r
U

Your
Chqice

' Single Pol*
Circuit
Breaker
, 15-amp
' 20-amp

4

Special Order Kitchens
iTimberlake Kitchen Cabinets I
Sample Savings on a Fairfield Oak
1-BLB45/48
1-Base 15
2-Base 12

Let as give you a Free estimate on that
special order countertop tor your
kitchen. We have dozens of profiles and
patterns available.

2 - UF3
1-Wall 3615
1-48'Valance

off Mfr's list!

x11' L shaped Kitchen Includes:

1 - BIW4S/4830
1-Wall 2430
1 - Wall 930R

1-Wall! 230
1 Wall 3018
1 - Sink Base 36

Bring in your wall measurements
•nd let us prepare a FREE drawing
and materials estimate for you.
Our qualified associates are
experts in kitchen design!

■
ROA

<3Q22>

Storm Doors

Steel Entrance Doors

Vinyl Clad Wood-Core
6-Panel
#298 Self Storing
Five Year Warranty! asp

15 Lite

32" or 36"

*227FV Full View Glass
LIFETIME PLUS
Warranty'

I!" Ml (265-18)
(284-99) (285-19)

- —„
JO

(285-01) 1285-20)
(265-02) (285-21)

32'

(26530)
(265-31)

36"

(265-32)
(265 33)

$

119
$122
$

188
192

$

TOP Quality'

$

Cluck out these features . . .

155

• Include. BrickmoukJ • Adjustable Sill
• Double Bored • Heavy Gauge Steel
• Easy Installation • Primed & Ready to Paint
• Energy Saving Weatherstripping
• Other StyteeAvaHable

('06 «l feiMfl tncluSla1

#239GB Grooved Border
LIFETIME PLUS

?0"
•*4e

9'

15"Vinyl Shutters

Prehung Doors
Interior Colonist
Bored with casing

Warranty'
(706-MI

30

(530-04) (53045)

$

Patio Door
6' Steel Swinging

62

1574-27) (574-281

from 35" to 7S"
' Add instant value to your horn*
• Won't rot. lade or paal
• Eaay to Install
Starting at
k a.i

Biffold Doors

Hardboard Colonist
2 Door
LKtHl « Scraan

•old Saawataly

.1,

Whit* Vinyl

Replacement

Windows

Custom
Made to
Fit Your

24" mm
30" —

«17
«41

36"

•45
Locksets

kUfikSet Locksets

I Doubta Hung Tin Windows
• Up lo 79 unn*d Inchaa

Starting At:

7

4*** jit*

I Makltananca Fraa Rigid Vinyl
> Insulatad Glaaa
• Waalhar •tripping around aach aaah
• Largar slzaa may oa ordarad at
additional coat

91

IIS

Starting
At:

Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery lo the store

White Vinyl
Single-Hung
Tilt Windows
Insulated Glass
Screen & Grids Included
24-X36"
(•40-40)

s

74

1

(•40-SO1

36-X48 >||%T

(B40-52I
Vinyl doutaa-hung av.
WlncOaatat

sj Primed
I Colonial
I] Casing
^V I

36"x36"

36'xSO"

-. ' 5 year guarantee
Replaces most
existing locksets
easily with just a
screwdriver.

8

SPECIAL ORDER
WINDOWS 4 M) DOORS

// nm tmmt U. wr cam ftt a.' Wr
aam a tanm of »iWwv and
mtan avmtiak dmrngk mar
SPECIAL ()RDt:R SERVICE!

26

M60-S4I

375

•A Primed
^Colonial
Base

46

ROA

Power Roof Vent
2000

5 Gallon Roof Coating and Cement
Flowed
Aluminum
Roof
Coating

Brown

Roof
Coating

.

Roll Poly

il

^ 4 Mil. 10'x25'
"P* Clear or Black

Wj \M&
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^n*

Quality Framing Lumber
Our Lumber
Is Direct from
Top Quality Mm
and Is Clean,
Dry and kept
under cover!

We sell for less Call
for today's Low prices!
9'x150'
House Wrap

s n

134 90
Typical N»—I na

2"x12"

We shop the market daily to ensure
competitive prices. Day In-Day Out!

Quality Wood Shelving Boards
#2 Whitewood Common Boards

In. ft.

.40
1"x6"
.62
_—_————
1"X8"
.87
1"x12" 1.50
M

1 x4"

Insulating Sheathing
(R-3.0)
1/2Mx4x8'

7

"48

R-Value facts on file.

ij

rm

M

ROA

8 Trea
Lan

II you fe not ready
to start your next
project now.
84 otters a 30 day
price guarantee.

6 Cu. Ft.
Wheelbarrow

H%49

97

Pay for the materials now to lock in
current prices, and you'll have up to
30 days to pick-up your materials
without any change in cost to youl

Vinyl Sid,n9
•JMntmtf Whlte
JWnOOOa
Accessories

Gutters &
Accessories

60# Concrete and
Gravel Mix

K-style
Gutter 5"xi0'

WHITE

157

wimit w

RI II

i

ll)H \MhRK t'SRI II DKRS

Saw

WEEKDAYS
7 AM to
SATURDAY
8 AM to
■
„
SUNDAY
9 AM to
R-28
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
No* Responsible For TypoyapnuALEtTors

7 PM
5 PM
4 PM

DW991K-2

With Brake

• 50 degree
• Rear pivot
• 100% ball
and roller
bearings

LEXINGTON
(606) 269-3384
NICHOLASVILLE....(606) 885-0284
RICHMOND
(606) 624-1147

rf n»

DW364
7 1/4"
Circular

14.4 V
Cordless Drill

bevel capacity
adjustment

\

Extra battery included

^k
3

GEORGETOWN
VERSAILLES
WEEKDAYS
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

WINCHESTER
(606) 744-8448

(502)863-7484
(606)873-8584
7 AM 10 8 PM
8 AM 10 5 PM
9 AM lo 4 PM
WEEKDAYS
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

To Indrviduals Dealers And Competitors
64 Reserve* The Right To Correct Inaccurate Prices At Point o« Purchase

6 30 AM 10 7 PM
8 AM lo 5 PM
CLOSED

GIFT CERTIFICATES
available at any
amount!
Set a store associate tor details
© 1999 84 LUMBER CO

